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POLISH

1. Gosia: Cześć!

2. Alex: Cześć!

3. Gosia: Jak się masz?

4. Alex: Dobrze. A ty?

5. Gosia: Świetnie!

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: Hi!

2. Alex: Hello!

3. Gosia: How are you?

4. Alex: I'm fine. And you?

5. Gosia: I'm great!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class

jak how pronoun

ty you pronoun

cześć Hello, Hi. expression

a "and" conjunction
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dobrze well, okay adverb

świetnie great adverb

mieć to have verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jak masz na imię?
 

What's your name?

Jak się to pisze?
 

How do you write this?

Jak długo uczysz się polskiego?
 

How long have you been studying Polish?

Ty tutaj siedzisz?
 

Are you sitting here?

Cześć, Ewa.
 

Hi, Eva.

Cześć, Adam.
 

Hello, Adam.

Mam czas. A ty?
 

I have time. And you?

Dobrze.
 

I'm fine.

Tak, dobrze mówię.
 

Yes, I speak it well.

Nie czuję się dziś dobrze.
 

I'm not feeling well today.

Dobrze się czujesz?
 

Are you feeling well?

Świetnie dziś wyglądasz.
 

You look great today.

Świetnie!
 

I'm great!

Świetnie się dziś bawię.
 

I’m having great fun today.

Świetnie dziś wyglądasz.

You look great today.

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.

Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.
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Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

świetnie - "great"
 

 
In the dialogue Gosia answered Alex's question about her well-being with świetnie, which 
stands for the English "great." Świetnie is an adverb, but what if we need an adjective? Let's 
go through all three forms according to the gender:

• świetny - masculine

• świetna - feminine

• świetne - neuter

Don't worry, we will talk about genders later, for now just remember the forms.

The adverb świetnie used by Gosia in the dialogue has a positive meaning, but Polish people 
use it also in negative way. When we want to be ironic, when we're unhappy about 
something, we've just seen or heard bad news, very often we say Świetnie! of course with 
intonation matching the situation. 
 
Jak się masz? - "how are you?"
 

The phrase very commonly used in English, "how are you?" is not so popular in Polish 
language. However, it can be a very simple and good ice-breaker when you meet some 
Poles for the first time. Then, say - Jak się masz?

Please note that the verb used in Polish is completely different from the English. In Polish we 
use the verb "to be" which is Polish is mieć, here conjugated to the second person singular - 
masz. So the literal translation would be "How are you having yourself?" but of course we will 
stick to "How are you?"

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is How to Greet People in Both Formal and Informal Situations 
 
Cześć! 
"Hi!"

Cześć, probably the most common way of greeting people in Poland, can be used towards 
friends, people around your age, and also among relatives.

Some more even more casual greetings, that are reserved for your friends only are hej and 
siema.

As you may have noticed hej is very similar to the English "hey" and that's actually where it 
derives from. The other one, siema, is a very interesting greeting, pretty new, but extremely 
popular among young generations. Whenever you want to say "How are you?" in Polish, you 
say Jak się masz? If we cut off the preposition jak, which stands for the English "how," we get 
się masz. So to make it even shorter siema was created. There are a few more versions of 
siema, for example siemka, siemano, siemanko. Please remember that these are Polish 
slang terms and are reserved for your close friends only.

Formal Situations 
 

There are a few choices when it comes to greeting people in a formal setting. Let's start with 
the most common expression, which is dzień dobry. Dzień dobry stands for the English "good 
morning," but literal translation will be "good day" The noun dzień means "day" and the 
adjective dobry means "good." Dzień dobry can be used throughout the day, whereas in the 
evening it's good to say dobry wieczór. This expression uses the adjective dobry, but in this 
case the noun is wieczór, which means "evening," so all together "good evening," dobry 
wieczór.

If you happen to forget how to say "good evening" you shouldn't worry too much and just say 
dzień dobry, since it's perfectly fine to use it from morning until night.

Greetings

Informal greetings:

1. Cześć! 
Czesc 
 "Hi!," "Hello!"
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2. Hej! 
 "Hey!"

3. Siema! 
"Hey!," "Hello" (slang)

Formal greetings:

1. Dzień dobry 
Dzien dobry 
"Good morning"

2. Dobry wieczór 
Dobry wieczor 
"Good evening"

 Sample Sentences 
 

1. Cześć, Robert. 
Czesc, Robert. 
 "Hello, Robert."

2. Dobry wieczór panu. 
Dobry wieczor panu. 
"Good evening, sir"

 Language Tip 
 

When greeting people you can add their name to the greeting word, just like you've seen in 
the sample sentences above. Just put a name after cześć or hej.

Also in case of formal greetings you can do a similar thing but here instead of using the 
person's name we will use "Sir," which is pan or "ma'am" pani in Polish. A very important part 
of Polish grammar is cases, but in these series we will not talk about them in detail. Instead, 
we will reserve this for further study. For this lesson, please note that whenever you want to 
say "Good morning, sir" or "Good evening, sir" you have to use the form panu, not the 
dictionary form pan:

Dzień dobry panu (whenever we greet a man during the day)
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Dobry wieczór panu (whenever we greet a man in the evening)

Dzień dobry pani (whenever greeting a lady during the day)

Dobry wieczór pani (whenever greeting a lady in the evening)

Language Expansion: Farewells 
 
 

Saying farewells in Polish is as easy as greetings. Here we have more options to choose from.

Informal farewells:

1. papa 
"bye bye"

2. pa 
"bye"

3. na razie 
"see you"

4. nara 
"see ya"

5. do zobaczenia 
"see you later"

6. do zobaczyska 
"see you later"

7. do jutra 
"see you tomorrow"

Formal farewells:

1. do widzenia  
"goodbye"

2. do zobaczenia  
"see you later"
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3. dobranoc 
"goodnight"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Meeting Etiquette in Poland
 

Gestures in Poland, especially when it comes to greetings, are very important. You can't do 
well with just saying "hi" to the person you meet. The most common gesture in Poland is a 
handshake. Whenever you meet someone for the first time, say "hi" and give them a 
handshake (regardless of whether you, or they, are male or female). Make sure that your grip 
is firm, if you hold the other person's hand too softly, we get a bad impression of that person. 
We even say that such a handshake feels like holding a "dead fish" (zdechła ryba).

So remember, when you meet someone for the first time, regardless of their sex or age, to 
give them a firm handshake. Also among men, who already know each other (such as 
friends) a handshake is a common greeting (very often they don't say a word, and just give a 
handshake). When it comes to girlfriends, they usually kiss each other on the cheek, hug 
slightly or do both.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Cześć!

2. Gosia: Hej!

3. Alex: Jak masz na imię?

4. Gosia: Jestem Gosia. A ty?

5. Alex: Jestem Alex.

6. Gosia: Miło mi. Fajne masz imię.

7. Alex: Dzięki.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Hi!

2. Gosia: Hey!

3. Alex: What's your name?

4. Gosia: I'm Gosia. And you?

5. Alex: I'm Alex.

6. Gosia: Nice to meet you. You have a cool name.

7. Alex: Thanks.

VOCABULARY
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Polish English Class Gender

ty you pronoun

jak how pronoun

mieć to have verb

miło nice, nicely adverb

cześć Hello, Hi. expression

imię name noun

fajny cool adjective masculine

hej hey interjection

dzięki Thanks (informal) expression

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ty tutaj siedzisz?
 

Are you sitting here?

Jak masz na imię?
 

What's your name?

Jak się to pisze?
 

How do you write this?

Jak długo uczysz się polskiego?
 

How long have you been studying Polish?

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.
 

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.

Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.

Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

Miło mi cię poznać.
 

It's nice to meet you.

Cześć, Ewa.
 

Hi, Eva.
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Cześć, Adam.
 

Hello, Adam.

Mam na imię Beata.
 

My name is Beata.

Fajny samochód!
 

Cool car!

Hej Marek!
 

Hey Marek!

Dzięki! Do zobaczenia!
 

Thanks! See you!

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

A ty? - "And you?"
 

 
The question A ty? is very useful, since we can use it in many different contexts. It translates 
into English as "And you?" or "How about you?" Whenever you shared some information 
about yourself, for example your hobbies, likes or dislikes, plans for the following day and you 
want to hear the same from the other person you can simply say A ty? Let's check a few 
examples:

1. Lubię lody waniliowe. A ty? ("I like vanilla ice-cream. And you?")

2. Jutro nie pracuję. A ty? ("I'm not working tomorrow. How about you?")

3. Jestem głodny. A ty? ("I'm hungry. How about you?")

fajny - "cool"
 

 
The adjective fajny is very common in Poland, especially among young people. It can be 
translated in English as "cool, nice, neat, extra," etc. Of course this adjective can be used only 
in informal settings, so every time when you're with your friends or relatives. Let's go through 
all forms of fajny:

1. fajny - masculine
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2. fajna - feminine 

3. fajne - neuter

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Asking for Someone's Name and Answering the Question 
 
Jestem Gosia. A ty? 
"I'm Gosia. And you?"
 

To introduce yourself you need to know only one Polish word and that word is the verb "to be" 
in the first person singular form jestem. So now you can introduce yourself! Just start with 
Jestem... and then add your name. For example:

1. Jestem Robert. 
"I'm Robert."

Then the follow up question, which Gosia also used in the dialogue, would be A ty? meaning 
the same as the English "And you?"

The other ways of introducing yourself that are a little bit more grammatically difficult are:

Mam na imię Robert and Nazywam się Robert Kowalski.

Let's take a closer look at Mam na imię Robert. This sentence contains of the verb "to have" - 
mieć, conjugated to the first person singular, mam. Then there's the preposition na, which 
stands for the English "for," followed by imię, the noun meaning "name" in English, and lastly 
Robert, the name of the person introducing himself/herself. Altogether it's Mam na imię Robert 
("My name is Robert").

The other option is Nazywam się Robert Kowalski. As you have probably noticed, in this case, 
we give not only our first name, but also the surname. This is necessary whenever using the 
verb nazywać się, which can be translated as "to have for a name." We will talk about this 
verb more in the Beginner Series.

 Jak masz na imię? - "What's your name?" 
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Asking for someone's name isn't very complicated as you have mastered self-introduction. 
Jak masz na imię? ("what's your name?"). This question asks for a person's first name only. It 
consists of the pronoun jak (literally "how," but in this case English equivalent will be "what"), 
then masz ("you have"), the second person singular form of the verb mieć, next the 
preposition na ("for") followed by the noun imię ("name"). Altogether jak masz na imię?  
("what's your name?").

If you want to know someone's full name, it's better to say Jak się nazywasz?

For example:

1. A: Cześć. Jak masz na imię? 
 A: "Hi. What's your name?"

2. B: Jestem Tomek. A ty? 
B: "I'm Tomek. And you?"

 Language Expansion
 

Whenever you find yourself in a formal setting, it's very easy to switch into formal speech in 
Polish language. If you have to address for example someone you don't know yet, it's enough 
to add one of two words to your question about his or her name - pani, which means "ma'am" 
or "mrs." or pan, which means "sir" or "mr."

1. Jak masz na imię?
Jak ma pani na imię?  
"What's your name, ma'am?"

2. Jak masz na imie ̨?
Jak ma pan na imie ̨? 
"What's your name, sir?"

Except for adding pan, when addressing a man, or pani, when addressing a woman, the form 
of the question doesn't change at all.

The question may sound slightly different when you make a reservation, at the restaurant, for 
example. The most common way of asking is then Pani nazwisko? (for women) or Pana 
nazwisko? (for men), which means "Your name, sir/ma'am?" Or if someone wants to be 
extremely polite, you may hear Pana godność? or Pani godność? Of course in both cases, 
we're required to give our last name or full name.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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What's in a Polish Name?

When you meet Polish people, you can sometimes get confused about their names. Why, you 
may think. The problem is that there are many, for some names more than two, versions of 
most Polish names. So full names, which are used on an official basis, are usually not used 
among friends and family members. Most Polish names have diminutives and in some cases 
the diminutive is completely different from the full name. Let's have a look at a few examples.

Male Names

Krzysztof - Krzysiek - Krzyś

Grzegorz - Grzesiek - Grześ

Piotr - Piotrek - Piotruś

Tomasz - Tomek - Tomuś

Robert

Michał

Andrzej

Karol

Female Names

Joanna - Joasia - Aśka - Asia

Anna - Anka - Ania

Aleksandra - Olka - Ola

Elżbieta - Elka - Ela

Magdalena - Magda - Magdusia

Agnieszka - Aga - Agusia

Beata - Beatka

Dorota - Dorotka

Diminutives like Krzyś, Grześ, Tomuś, Magdusia or Agusia are used for children only—you 
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probably won't meet any adult who would like to be called by these. When they get older, 
people usually stick to another version of their name, like Krzysiek, Grzesiek, Magda or their 
official name.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Przepraszam panią.

2. Passerby: Tak?

3. Alex: Upuściła pani rękawiczkę.

4. Passerby: Naprawdę?

5. Alex: Tak. Proszę.

6. Passerby: Dziękuję bardzo.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Excuse me, ma'am.

2. Passerby: Yes?

3. Alex: You dropped your glove.

4. Passerby: Really?

5. Alex: Yes. Here you are.

6. Passerby: Thank you very much.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender
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przepraszać
to excuse, to 

apologize verb

dziękować to thank verb

pani
ma'am, ms. mrs, sir, 

you (to woman) noun feminine

tak yes particle

rękawiczka glove noun feminine

naprawdę really adverb

proszę here you are expression

bardzo very (much) adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Przepraszam, gdzie jest najbliższa 
poczta?

 
Excuse me, where is the closest post 
office?

Dziękuję za prezent.
 

Thank you for the gift.

Dzień dobry, pani Anno.
 

Good morning, Miss Anna.

To jest pani Anna.
 

This is Ms. Anna.

Tak, mam brata.
 

Yes, I have a brother.

Tak, szczególnie uwielbiam barszcz.
 

Yes, I especially love beetroot soup.

Tak, jest przepyszne.
 

Yes, it's delicious.

Tak, trochę mówię.
 

Yes, I speak a little.

Ta rękawiczka jest brudna.
 

"This glove is dirty."

Naprawdę nie chcesz nic więcej?
 

You sure you don't want anything more?
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On napradę to powiedział?
 

He really said that?

Dziewczynka naprawdę lubi szczeniaki.
 

The girl really likes the puppies.

Proszę, to dla ciebie
 

"Here you are, it’s for you."

Bardzo lubię kawę.
 

I like coffee very much.

Bardzo cię lubię.
 

I like you very much.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

rękawiczka - "gloves"
 
 
 
In the dialogue, Alex helped a lady and picked up a glove which she accidently dropped. In 
Polish, "a glove" is rękawiczka. This noun is most commonly used in its plural form, which in 
Polish is rękawiczki ("gloves"). Let's check out some different types of gloves:

1. skórzane rękawiczki 
"leather gloves"

2. zamszowe rękawiczki  
"suede gloves"

3. wełniane rękawiczki 
"woolen gloves"

4. zimowe rękawiczki 
"winter gloves"

5. męskie rękawiczki 
"men's gloves"

6. damskie rękawiczki 
"women's gloves"

7. dziecięce rękawiczki 
"children's gloves"
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There are also two common sayings used by Poles. One is zmieniać coś/kogoś jak rękawiczki, 
which translates into "to change something/somebody like gloves." So for example, we can 
say, Gosia zmienia chłopaków jak rękawiczki, which means that Gosia gets new boyfriends 
one after the other.

The other popular saying is załatwić coś w białych rękawiczkach, which translates as "to do 
something in white gloves." The meaning of this saying is to do something tactfully, quietly, 
and without getting attention.

Proszę - "to ask for"
 

Proszę is a very useful word when you want to be polite. Originally, the verb prosić means "to 
ask for," or the same as the English "please," but in our dialogue, it was used in a slightly 
different way. When Alex handed the glove to the lady, he said proszę, which stands for the 
English, "here you are." So whenever you hand something to someone and want to be polite, 
say proszę. Also whenever someone thanks you for something, a very polite way, but maybe 
a more old-fashioned way of answering is also proszę.

naprawdę - "really"
 

Another commonly used word is naprawdę, which translates into English as "really." It can be 
used as a question or when someone tells us something surprising or something we didn't 
know. We can react by saying naprawdę? With the right intonation, of course. Naprawdę can 
be also used in affirmative sentences. Then its meaning is similar to the English "very, very 
much." For example:

1. Naprawdę lubię lody owocowe! 
"I really like fruit ice-cream!"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Expressing Thanks. 
 
 Dziękuję bardzo. 
 "Thank you very much." 
 

 
 Manners are very important wherever you go, and Poland is no different. In this lesson, we 
will learn how to thank people. The most basic way of expressing your gratitude is by simply 
saying "thank you," which in Polish is dziękuję.
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In the dialogue, when Alex picked up a glove that some lady dropped and handed it to her, 
she said dziękuję bardzo. This is another way to say thank you, but this time, with the adverb 
bardzo, which means in English "very," or in this case, "very much." Dziękuję bardzo ("Thank 
you very much").

Dziękuję can be used in both formal and informal situations.

If you want to be specific and name the reason why you're saying thanks, it should come right 
after the word dziękuję. First of all, we need the preposition za, which is the English "for." It will 
link "thank you" with the reason. For example, "Thank you for help," would be dziękuję za 
pomoc.

How to Respond to Dziękuję

Good manners oblige us to some kind of response whenever we hear dziękuję. In Polish, 
there are a few options here, and we're going to go through them one by one.

Proszę bardzo 

It contains the words proszę, which means "please," "here you are," and bardzo, which means 
"very much." We will stick to the English equivalent, which is "you're welcome." Proszę bardzo 
can be used whenever someone thanks you for something.

Przyjemność po mojej stronie

The components of this phrase are the noun przyjemność ("pleasure"), the preposition po 
("on" or "by"), mojej ("mine"), and lastly stronie, ("side"). All together, przyjemność po mojej 
stronie. The literal translation would be "pleasure is on my side." We can also add cała 
(meaning "whole") at the very beginning to emphasize you were happy to help. Cała 
przyjemność po mojej stronie.

Nie ma za co

This phrase has a similar meaning to the English phrase, "Don't mention it," but the literal 
translation is, "There's nothing to thank for."

Nie ma problemu

It contains the words nie ("no" or "not"), ma ("have"), and problemu ("problem"). The literal 
meaning is, "There's no problem," and it indicates the fact that it was no problem at all to help 
the person who is expressing their thanks to you. It can be translated as, "No problem."

A: Dziękuję za pomoc. 
"Thank you for your help."
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B: Nie ma za co. 
"Don't mention it."

A: Dziękuję. 
"Thank you."

B: Proszę bardzo. 
"You're welcome."

 Language Expansion
 

A casual way of saying "thank you" in Polish is dzięki, and it can be translated as "thanks." Be 
careful here. It's not always enough to say just dzięki if some of your friends did something 
really great for you. It's better to say dziękuję or dziękuję bardzo. Dzięki is reserved for small 
help, for example, when you're carrying heavy bags and a friend offers to carry one of them, 
or when they open the door for you when you can't do it by yourself, etc.

A casual response to dzięki can be, for example, Nie ma za co or spoko. Spoko is a colloquial 
word used by young people and has a close meaning to "It's ok" or "No problem."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Being Extra Polite in Poland
 

As in many countries, some extra politeness is required when we're talking to strangers. In 
such cases, in Polish, we have to address them with pan, for men, pani, for women, and 
państwo for a mixed group of two or more people. On the contrary, if it's an adult saying 
something to a child or teenager (generally speaking, a young person) there's no special 
word to address him or her. It's simply the word for "you."

Usually, even if they're strangers to each other, men let women go through the door first. Also 
leaving a seat on the bus for an older person or pregnant lady is what you're always expected 
to do. When it comes to customer service, there are no special expressions, it's enough if 
(whenever you enter a store), you greet the sales clerk with a simple dzień dobry and 
goodbye when you're leaving. The sales clerk would react the same way when seeing a 
customer entering his workplace.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Hej Alex!

2. Alex: Cześć!

3. Gosia: Skąd jesteś?

4. Alex: Jestem z Australii. A ty?

5. Gosia: Jestem z Polski.

6. Alex: Super!

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: Hey Alex!

2. Alex: Hi!

3. Gosia: Where are you from?

4. Alex: I'm from Australia. And you?

5. Gosia: I'm from Poland.

6. Alex: Great!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

Australia Australia noun feminine
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cześć Hello, Hi. expression

hej hey interjection

z from preposition

skąd where...from pronoun

super super adverb / adjective

być to be verb

Polska Poland noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Cześć, Ewa.
 

Hi, Eva.

Cześć, Adam.
 

Hello, Adam.

Hej Marek!
 

Hey Marek!

Jestem z Hiszpanii.
 

"I'm from Spain."

Jadę z miasta.
 

"I'm coming from the city."

Skąd pochodzisz?
 

Where are you from?

Nie wiem, skąd jest John.
 

I don't know where  John is from.

Super samochód!
 

"Super car!"

Jestem z Polski.
 

I am from Poland.

Jestem Tomek.
 

I am Tom.

Mój brat wraca do Polski.
 

My brother is coming back to Poland.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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super - "super"
 

 
As you can easily guess the adjective super is not a Polish word. It comes from English, and 
it's commonly used among young people. Of course in formal setting and in writing you 
should not use this word and instead stick to typically Polish words of the same or similar 
meaning, like for example wspaniały, świetny, doskonały. 

Just like in English, in Polish anything can be super, for example:

- super pogoda "super weather"

- super ciuchy "super clothes"

- super spotkanie "super meeting"

- super film "super movie"

Also it's commonly used when Poles are being ironic. If you do use it this way, of course, 
remember to use the right intonation.

hej - "hey"
 

Another word that originates from English is hej. It means exactly the same as the English 
"hey." Many foreign words used in Polish are usually written phonetically, also very often 
using Polish characters. This is what happened with "hey." Since the sound "y" is pronounced 
as Polish j, we change the letters accordingly and that's how we get hej. Of course hej can be 
used as a form of greeting only among friends.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning All About the Verb być 
 
Skąd jesteś? 
"Where are you from?"
 

It's time to learn all about one of the most useful verbs, which is być, "to be." Mastering the 
usage and conjugation of this verb will make it easy for you to talk about many topics, for 
example country of your origin. To ask such a question, there are only two words needed. 
One of them is skąd, which means much the same as the English "where...from" and the 
second word is the verb być, in this case conjugated to the second person singular jesteś. 
This way we get a question "where are you from?" - skąd jesteś?
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In most languages, the verb "to be" is irregular, and Polish is no different here.

Let's take a closer look at the conjugation of the verb być

Singular

ja jestem "I am"

ty jesteś "you are"

on jest "he is"

ona jest "she is"

ono jest "it is"

Plural

my jesteśmy "we are"

wy jesteście "you are"

oni są "they are"

If you want to ask about a third party, for example, "where is he from?" you will say Skąd on 
jest?

As you've probably noticed there's a small change. This time we used a pronoun in this 
question. In case of personal pronouns on, ona, ono and oni, we need to include them in the 
question:

1. Skąd on jest?  
"Where is he from?"

2. Skąd ona jest? 
"Where is she from?"

3. Skąd oni są?  
"Where are they from?"

Answer Structures 
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 Answering the Skąd jesteś question is very easy. In the dialogue, Gosia asked Alex about the 
country of his origin and he answered with jestem z Australii ("I'm from Australia"). The 
components of the answer are, of course the verb być, here conjugated for the first person 
singular: jestem, then preposition z, which means "from" in English, and lastly the name of the 
country, in Alex's case Australii ("Australia").

Whenever you're talking about someone else, again, the same as in the case of question, we 
need to add the personal pronoun to the sentence, for example "he is from Australia" will be 
on jest z Australii.

1. A: Skąd jesteś? 
"Where are you from?" 
B: Jestem z Australii. 
"I'm from Australia"

2. A: Skąd on jest? 
"Where is he from?" 
B: On jest z USA. 
 "He's from USA."

3. A: Skąd jesteście? 
"Where are you from?" 
B: Jesteśmy z Japonii. 
"We're from Japan."

Now that you know how to ask and answer such a question, it's time to learn names of 
countries in Polish. In the table below, there are names of countries in their dictionary form, as 
well as English translations. And on the right, there are forms that have to be used whenever 
we use the preposition z, which means "from" in English. In Polish both forms are a little bit 
different, so please pay attention to the endings.

Dictionary Form English Translation z.... from...

Stany Zjednoczone "United States"
Stanów 
Zjednoczonych "United States"

USA "USA" USA "USA"

Peru "Peru" Peru "Peru"

Anglia "England" Anglii "England"

Japonia "Japan" Japonii "Japan"
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Brazylia "Brazil" Brazylii "Brazil"

Finlandia "Finland" Finlandii "Finland"

Dania "Denmark" Danii "Denmark"

Australia "Australia" Australii "Australia"

Austria "Austria" Austrii "Austria"

Szwecja "Sweden" Szwecji "Sweden"

Francja "France" Francji "France"

Szkocja "Scotland" Szkocji "Scotland"

Rosja "Russia" Rosji "Russia"

Czechy "Czech Republic" Czech "Czech Republic"

Włochy "Italy" Włoch "Italy"

Niemcy "Germany" Niemiec "Germany"

Ukraina "Ukraine" Ukrainy "Ukraine"

Language Expansion 
 

Some countries are a little bit special and instead of the preposition z, they require the 
preposition ze. The countries that belong to this special group are all those starting with the 
letter s, for example Szkocja ("Scotland"), Szwecja ("Sweden"), Szwajcaria ("Switzerland"), 
Stany Zjednoczone ("United States"). So if we want to say "I'm from Sweden" in Polish it will 
be Jestem ze Szwecji.

Let's take a look at these countries in sentences:

1. Jestem ze Szkocji.

2. On jest ze Szwajcarii.

3. Jesteśmy ze Stanów Zjednoczonych.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Ethnic Diversity in Poland

There is a very small percentage of ethnic minorities living in Poland, which makes Poland 
one of the countries with the smallest number of foreign citizens in Europe. Before the 
outbreak of WWII, one third of Poland's population was composed by ethnic minorities and 
the biggest one was the Jewish community, which made the population reach 3.3 million 
people. After the end of the war, the number dropped drastically to 8-12,000 which was a 
result of the holocaust and emigration.

Nowadays, the largest ethnic minorities are German, Lithuanian, Belarusian, Roman, 
Russian and Vietnamese. They most often live in areas like Silesia, Pomerania, Mazovia or 
Podlachia.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Jak ci idzie nauka?

2. Alex: Chyba dobrze.

3. Gosia: Jakieś problemy?

4. Alex: Tak. Wymowa. Litery 'ż' albo 'ź' są bardzo trudne.

5. Gosia: Nie martw się, dobrze ci idzie!

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: How is your study going?

2. Alex: Well, I think.

3. Gosia: Any problems?

4. Alex: Yes. Pronunciation. The letters "ż" and "ź" are very difficult.

5. Gosia: Don't worry, you're doing well!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

problem problem noun masculine

dobrze ci idzie You’re doing well. phrase

tak yes particle
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jak how pronoun

nauka studying noun feminine

wymowa pronunciation noun feminine

trudny difficult adjective masculine

martwić się to worry verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Mam problem.
 

I have a problem.

Martwię się o test.
 

"I worry about the test."

Tak, mam brata.
 

Yes, I have a brother.

Tak, szczególnie uwielbiam barszcz.
 

Yes, I especially love beetroot soup.

Tak, jest przepyszne.
 

Yes, it's delicious.

Tak, trochę mówię.
 

Yes, I speak a little.

Jak masz na imię?
 

What's your name?

Jak się to pisze?
 

How do you write this?

Jak długo uczysz się polskiego?
 

How long have you been studying Polish?

Nauka polskiego jest trudna.
 

"Studying Polish is difficult."

Jak twoja wymowa?
 

"How is your pronunciation?"

Polski jest trudny.
 

"Polish is difficult."

Kobieta martwi się rachunkiem.
 

The woman is worried about the bill.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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wymowa - "speech"
 
 
 
In the dialogue, Gosia and Alex were talking about pronunciation of Polish characters. 
Pronunciation in Polish is wymowa. It is derived from the noun mowa, which means "speech" 
in English. If we need a verb meaning "to pronounce," it will sound like this: wymawiać.

problem - "problem"
 

A word that will be very easy to remember for everyone is "problem." In Polish it's problem. 
Super easy, isn't it? Just change the pronunciation from the English one slightly, and here you 
are! You can speak Polish!

Problem can mean a troublesome or difficult situation or something we have to think through, 
just like in English, but also a statement that requires a solution, just like in mathematics. Let's 
check out some useful phrases:

mam problem - "I have a problem"

nie ma problemu - "no problem"

problem z głowy - lit. "problem off your head" - use when you have solved a problem.

dobrze ci idzie - "You're doing well"
 
 
When Alex had some worries about studying Polish, Gosia tried to cheer him up by saying 
dobrze ci idzie. This phrase stands for the English, "You're doing well," but the literal meaning 
is, "It's going well for you." If you feel like being even more positive, change the adverb dobrze 
into świetnie, to say, "You're doing great." - świetnie ci idzie.

We can also use this phrase to ask someone how things are going: jak ci idzie?

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning All About the Polish Alphabet. 
 
 Litery "ż" albo "ź" są bardzo trudne 
 "Letters 'ż' or 'ź' are very difficult." 
 

 
 Since you've already decided to master Polish, you have to overcome some pronunciation 
difficulties. In this lesson, we will focus on the alphabet and correct pronunciation, so that 
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soon, you will sound like a native speaker of Polish.

The Polish alphabet is based on the Latin alphabet, and it contains nine vowels and thirty-two 
consonants.

There are also nine letters with diacritical marks, which create some completely different 
sounds. These letters are ą, ć, ę, ł, ń, ó, ś, ź and ż. As you can see, the diacritical marks used 
here are dots, tails, slashes, and lines (similar to acute accent).

Let's have a look at all the letters in the Polish alphabet.

Letter Polish Name
Approximate 
English Sound Examples

a a father, luck
tak ("yes"), kanapa 
("couch")

ą ą (nasal o)
 wąż ("snake"), są 
("are")

b be big, back
babcia ("grandma"), 
byk ("bull")

c ce fits
cebula ("onion"),
kac ("hangover")

ć ci cheap
ćma ("moth"),
nić ("thread")

d de do, dog
dom ("house"),
data ("date")

e e bed, ever
ten ("this"),
meble ("furniture")

ę ę (nasal e)
tęsknić ("long for"),
gęś ("goose")

f ef fat, fight
fakt ("fact"),
frytki ("French fries")

g gie guide, glue
gra ("game"),
noga ("leg")
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h
ha how, ham

hałas ("noise"),
hak ("hook")

i i mix, meet
imię ("name"),
list ("letter")

j jot boy, yes
jak ("how"), jajko 
("egg")

k ka kick, chick
kto ("who"), kot 
("cat")

l el lamb, love
lubić ("like"),
fala ("wave")

ł eł bow, wig
ołówek ("pencil"),
ławka ("bench")

m em meat, mask
mama ("mom"),
mój ("my", "mine")

n en nut, next
noc ("night"), ten 
("this")

ń eń canyon
koń ("horse"),
niańka ("babysitter")

o o on, not
oko ("eye"),
polski  ("Polish")

ó u / o z kreską boot, spoon
mówić ("speak"), 
ból ("pain")

p pe pack, problem
pani ("ma'am"),
pokój ("room")

r er
trilled r (as in 
Spanish and Italian)

rak ("cancer"),
rower ("bicycle")

s es stop, sad
samochód ("car"),
niski ("low")

ś eś
sheep (alveolo-
palatal)

śledź ("herring"), 
kwaśny ("sour")
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t
te top, start

tak ("yes"),
telefon ("phone")

u u boot, spoon
but ("shoe"),
uwaga ("attention")

w wu vowel
waga ("weight"),
kawa ("coffee")

y igrek between fit and put
my ("we"),
maska ("mask")

z zet zoo, zombie

zupa ("soup"),
zamek ("castle," 
"lock")

ź ziet softer than vision
źle ("badly"),
źrebak ("colt")

ż żet vision
każdy ("every"),
żaba ("frog")

 Pronunciation Tips
 

1. Polish is the last Slavic language which still has nasal vowels, which are Ą and Ę.

Usually they're pronounced like on/om or en/em, respectively, before consonants, for 
example kąt ("corner") - pronounce as kont, dąb ("oak") - pronounce as domp, tędy ("this 
way") - tendy.

Before Ć and DŹ, Ą and Ę are pronounced OŃ and EŃ, for example, chęć ("will") - cheńć

Both Ą and Ę are usually denasalized before L and Ł, for example, wzięli ("they took") - wzieli, 
zdjął ("he took off") - zdjoł.

2. Among all the consonant sounds are are voiced sounds and unvoiced sounds.

Voiced consonant sounds - b d g w z ź ż dz dź dż, rz, m, n, r, ł, j, l

Unvoiced consonant sounds - p t f s ś sz k c ć cz

Voiced consonant sounds can be divided into two groups: those which have an unvoiced 
equivalent and those which don't have one. Whenever voiced sounds are in the final position 
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of the word, they're pronounced as unvoiced (check the table below):

Voice
d b d g w z ż ź rz dz

Unvoi
ced p t k f s sz ś sz c

Voiced consonants m, n, r, ł, j, l don't have unvoiced equivalents.

3. Digraphs (a pair of characters used to write a phoneme) can be also found in the Polish 
language. They make all those sounds that hiss, fizzle, whoosh, and whistle, so prepare for 
some great mouth muscles exercise. These digraphs are: ch, cz, rz, sz, dz, dż, dź.

4. There are three sounds that can be spelled in two different ways, depending on the 
word. These are: h and ch, u and ó, ż and rz. Each pair is pronounced the same way, only 
spelled differently. There are many rules to follow, and learning which spelling should be 
used in what kind of word, even for Poles, requires lots of practice.

5. Be careful about pronouncing the Polish r. In English it's soft, but while speaking Polish, 
you have to make sure to make r harsh and vibrating (there are very similar sounds in 
Spanish).

Language Expansion

Letters Q, V, X are not parts of the Polish alphabet, as you may have noticed. They can be 
used in transcriptions of foreign words and names. Their Polish names are: Q - ku, V - fau, X - 
iks.

In the Polish language, like in any other, there are so-called loan words, and if they contain of 
any of those three letters, they usually are changed into Polish equivalents - respectively - kw, 
w, and ks, for example kwarc ("quartz"), weranda ("veranda"), ekstra ("extra").

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Speaking English in Poland
 

In Poland, the main foreign language that is being taught in schools is English. Education in 
Poland starts with kindergarten, which is obligatory for all five- and six-year-old children. At 
that time, children start learning basic English words and phrases, most of the time through 
songs and games. In the first three years of elementary school, English study is continued, 
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and such skills as speaking, listening, and reading basic texts are being improved. The last 
three years of elementary school focus more on grammar and more advanced vocabulary, 
but still the only foreign language taught is English. Starting from junior high school (three 
years), a second foreign language is added, and that is German, French, Spanish, Russian, 
or Italian (depending on the school). It's obligatory to continue studying two foreign languages 
through junior high school, high school, and university.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Co to jest?

2. Gosia: To jest mój odtwarzacz mp3.

3. Alex: A ta niebieska kartka?

4. Gosia: To bilet na koncert.

5. Alex: Koncert?

6. Gosia: Tak, Vadera.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: What is this?

2. Gosia: This is my MP3 player.

3. Alex: And this blue sheet?

4. Gosia: It's a concert ticket.

5. Alex: Concert?

6. Gosia: Yes, Vader's.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

koncert concert noun masculine
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odtwarzacz player noun masculine

co what
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

mój my, mine possessive pronoun masculine

niebieski blue adjective masculine

kartka card noun feminine

bilet ticket noun masculine

to this

pronoun, 
determinative 

pronoun
neuter

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jutro idę na koncert.
 

"Tomorrow I’m going to a concert."

To jest odtwarzacz CD
 

"This is a CD player."

O czym mówisz?
 

What are you talking about?

Co robisz?
 

What are you doing?

Co lubisz robić w weekendy?
 

What do you like doing on weekends?

Co czytasz?
 

What are you reading?

Mój tata jest policjantem.
 

My dad is a policeman.

Ona zawsze nosi niebieskie ubrania.
 

She always wears blue clothes.

Mundur policjanta jest niebieski.
 

Uniform of a policeman is blue.

Moja żona ma niebieskie oczy.
 

"My wife has blue eyes."

To jest kartka urodzinowa.
 

"This is a birthday card."

Proszę bilet normalny.
 

Regular ticket, please.
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Co to jest?
 

What's this?

Co to znaczy?
 

What does it mean?

To jest gazeta.
 

This is a newspaper.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

odtwarzacz - "music player"
 

 
In the dialogue, one of Gosia's belongings was odtwarzacz, which in English means a "music 
player." This masculine noun is derived from the verb odtwarzać, which stands for the English 
"to play," but only when talking about playing music or movies.

The noun odtwarzacz can describe a CD player (odtwarzacz CD), DVD player (odtwarzacz 
DVD)—CD and DVD are pronounced exactly the same way as in English—MP3 player 
(odtwarzacz mp3). As you can see, it's a very easy to use word, since you just need to say 
odtwarzacz and after that, add a name of the thing you can play on it.

Also, all kinds of programs used on computers to play music and videos are called 
odtwarzacz in Polish.

koncert - "concert"
 

The next very useful noun, especially for all those who love music, is koncert. It's a masculine 
noun which means "concert" in English. As you can see, the English and Polish are very 
similar.

Let's go through a few phrases with this noun:

1. koncert rockowy 
"rock concert"

2. koncert symfoniczny 
"symphony concert"
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3. koncert fortepianowy 
"piano concerto"

4. trasa koncertowa 
"live tour"

There's a very interesting phrase, koncert życzeń, which can be translated as "concert of 
wishes." It's a name of a specific kind of program on the radio or TV to which listeners/viewers 
can send messages and greetings which later are read by the program's host. There's also a 
chance of ordering a song that should follow the message.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning How to Ask and Talk about Objects. 
 
 To jest mój odtwarzacz mp3. 
"This is my mp3 player."
 

Being able to ask about objects is very important, especially when you're visiting foreign 
countries. Sometimes we can see something and we're not really sure what it is, especially 
when it comes to food. Sometimes things like tickets or some electronics can also be difficult 
to define.

Asking about objects in Polish is very simple. All you need are exactly three words!

Co to jest? - "What is this?"

This question consists of the pronoun co, which starts the question and means "what" in 
English. Next there's to, which is another pronoun and means "this." And lastly, the verb jest, 
which is conjugated form of the verb być, in English, "to be." Altogether, we have, Co to jest?

In case you don't remember the verb być, please go back to lesson four of this series.

Answering the question Co to jest? 
 

 

In the dialogue, Alex asked Gosia, Co to jest? and she answered, To jest mój odtwarzacz 
mp3. Let's break down Gosia's answer. First, we have the pronoun we have already 
mentioned above--to--which means "this." To is followed by the verb jest ("to be"), conjugated 
to the third person singular, and then we have the pronoun mój, which means "my." The last 
component of the answer is the noun odtwarzacz mp3 ("mp3 player"). To jest mój odtwarzacz 
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mp3 ("This is my MP3 player").

As you have probably already noticed, the way the answer is built resembles English 
structures a lot. We start with "this is"—to jest—and then we add the name of the object.

To make things easier, here's a table with some useful nouns.

Masculine nouns

Polish English Translation

notes "notebook"

laptop "laptop"

bilet "ticket"

kubek "mug"

dom "house, home"

ogród "garden"

samochód "car"

rower "bicycle"

słownik "dictionary"

film "movie"

program "program"

odtwarzacz "player"

park "park"

list "letter"

prezent "present"

Feminine nouns

Polish English translation
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książka "book"

szklanka "glass"

płyta CD "CD"

piosenka "song"

kawa "coffee"

herbata "tea"

torba "bag"

czekolada "chocolate"

gra "game"

Neuter nouns

Polish English translation

radio "radio"

jezioro "lake"

biurko "desk"

zadanie "task"

Now, since you have learned a few basic nouns, let's practice answering the question Co to 
jest?

1. A: Co to jest? 
"What's this?" 
B: To jest mój odtwarzacz mp3. 
 "This is my MP3 player."

2. A: Co to jest? 
"What's this?"
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3. B: To jest mój dom. 
"This is my house."

4. A: Co to jest? 
"What is this?" 
B: To jest herbata. 
"This is a tea."

5. A: A to? 
"And this?" 
B: To jest czekolada. 
 "This is chocolate."

 Language Expansion
 

Colors in Polish have the form of an adjective, so just like nouns, they have genders. We will 
talk about genders in detail in the following lesson, but for today, let's get familiar with all the 
variations of colors.

Please note that all nouns and adjectives you check in the dictionary will have the masculine 
form.

Masculine Form Feminine Neuter English

czarny czarna czarne "black"

biały biała białe "white"

zielony zielona zielone "green"

niebieski niebieska niebieskie "blue"

różowy różowa różowe "pink"

żółty żółta żółte "yellow"

pomarańczowy pomarańczowa pomarańczowe "orange"

fioletowy fioletowa fioletowe "violet"

szary szara szare "gray"
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brązowy brązowa brązowe "brown"

As you can see, it's very easy to create and distinguish genders of colors. Masculine forms 
end in -y, with a small exception in the case of "blue," feminine forms end with -a, and neuter 
forms with -e.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Music in Poland
 

Polish music is not very well-known in the world. A great number of bands and artists have 
never performed abroad, have done independent concerts, or sold CDs, but there's one 
genre in which Polish artists are very successful: metal. Bands like Vader, Behemoth, or 
Decapitated are very well-known by all metal fans, not only in Poland. For years, bands like 
Ich Troje or Feel, and singers like Doda or Ewa Farna, gained in popularity among music 
fans. In recent years, music with folk elements became really popular, and artists like 
Zakopower, Golec uOrkiestra, Brathanki, and Kayah & Bregovic were on the tops of music 
charts in Poland. So if you're interested in unusual sounds, be sure to check them out.

From older music generations, Krzysztof Krawczyk and Maryla Rodowicz definitely deserve to 
be mentioned. Both are singers who have been performing for years and not losing their 
popularity. The same is true for Budka Suflera, Lady Pank, Perfect, and Kazik with his band 
Kult. Those who love the music of the sixties and seventies, which in Poland was very 
characteristic, should try listening to Czesław Niemen (there's no Pole who wouldn't know his 
"Dziwny jest ten świat"), Stan Borys, Czerwone Gitary, Skaldowie, or Marek Grechuta.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Alex, masz polski telefon?

2. Alex: Mam.

3. Gosia: Jaka marka?

4. Alex: LG

5. Gosia: O! Ja też mam LG!

6. Alex: Nowy model?

7. Gosia: Nie, mój LG jest stary.

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: Alex, do you have a Polish mobile phone?

2. Alex: I do.

3. Gosia: What brand?

4. Alex: LG.

5. Gosia: Oh! I have an LG too!

6. Alex: New model?

7. Gosia: No, my LG is old.

VOCABULARY
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Polish English Class Gender

polski Polish adjective masculine

stary old adjective masculine

też also, too particle

telefon phone noun masculine

ja I personal pronoun

nowy new adjective

mój my, mine possessive pronoun masculine

marka brand noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Polski jest trudny.
 

Polish is difficult.

Mówię po polsku.
 

I speak Polish.

Trzymam wszystkie stare zabawki w 
garażu.

 
"I keep all my old toys in the garage."

Jestem stary.
 

"I am old."

Ja też jadę do Włoch na wakacje.
 

I'm also going to Italy for summer vacation.

Ja też nie lubię gotować.
 

I also don't like to cook.

Też jestem z Krakowa.
 

I'm also from Cracow.

Masz telefon?
 

Do you have a phone?

Zgubił telefon po drodze do domu.
 

"He lost his phone on his way home."

Czy masz telefon komórkowy?
 

Do you have a cell phone?

Ja znam Anię.
 

I know Ania.

Ja mam dużo czasu.
 

I have a lot of time.
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Jutro zaczynam nową pracę.
 

Tomorrow, I'm starting a new job.

Czy to jest nowy kubek?
 

Is it a new mug?

Mój tata jest policjantem.
 

My dad is a policeman.

Jaka to marka?
 

"What brand is that?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

telefon - "telephone"
 

The first word is telefon, which is a masculine noun and means "phone" in English. It's a very 
interesting word, since in Polish, it has more than one meaning related to all of the things 
which are connected to the the device we call a phone. So telefon can be the device that we 
use for making phone calls. Telefon stacjonarny is a "landline phone," and telefon komórkowy 
is a "cell phone," which is commonly called just komórka, or literally, "cell."

Another meaning of the noun telefon is "a phone call." So "to make a phone call" is zrobić 
telefon in Polish. Lastly, telefon can also mean "a phone number." Of course numer telefonu 
(literally, "phone number") is also correct, but it seems like Poles are a little bit lazy in saying 
the whole phrase, so they usually stick to only one word: numer or telefon. For example, both 
podaj mi swój telefon and podaj mi swój numer mean, "Give me your phone number."

marka - "brand"
 

Another very interesting Polish noun is marka. It's a feminine noun, and it means "brand" in 
English. In the Polish language, the adjective markowy is commonly used. It is derived from 
the noun marka. Whenever you have some brand-name shoes or clothes, you can describe 
them as markowy, for example markowe buty ("brand shoes"), markowa torebka ("brand bag").

Whenever talking about cars or electric devices, a very useful question is Jaka marka? 
("which brand?") Then the answer would be the name of the producer, for example, Honda or 
Nissan in the case of cars or Samsung or Sony in the case of electronics.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Genders of Polish Nouns and Adjectives. 
 
Masz polski telefon?
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"Do you have a Polish mobile phone?"
 

In the Polish language, both nouns and adjectives have genders. There are three genders in 
singular and two genders in plural.

Singular: masculine, feminine, and neuter.

Plural: non-masculine-personal and masculine-personal

At this point of study, we will focus only on singular forms.

The most basic and most important rule of recognizing the gender of nouns is paying 
attention to their ending. So masculine nouns, in most cases, end with a consonant. Feminine 
nouns end with the vowel -a, and neuter nouns end with the vowels -o, -e, -ę, or -um.

Let's go through a few examples of nouns of all forms.

Polish 
masculine 
noun

English 
translation

Polish 
feminine 
noun

English 
translation

Polish 
neuter noun

English 
translation

telewizor
"television, 
TV" mapa "map" słońce "sun"

obraz "painting" ulica "street" śniadanie "breakfast"

plecak "backpack" ściana "wall" dziecko "child"

ołówek "pencil" czapka "cap" słowo "word"

długopis "pen" kurtka "jacket" muzeum "museum"

plakat "poster" zupa "soup" biurko "desk"

rower "bicycle" kolacja "supper" jezioro "lake"

motocykl "motorcycle" podłoga "floor" kociątko "kitten"

autobus "bus" miska "bowl" danie "dish"

kwiat "flower" krowa "cow" lustro "mirror"

chodnik "sidewalk" lampa "lamp" morze "sea"

miś "teddy bear" bajka "fairytale" kino "cinema"
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słoń "elephant" muzyka "music" spotkanie "meeting"

wiatr "wind" impreza "party" hobby "hobby"

The gender of nouns which name professions can be a little bit trickier.

Some will have a feminine form but will be describing a masculine noun, for example:

kierowca ("driver"), sprzedawca ("shop clerk"), artysta ("artist"), poeta ("poet"), and also the 
noun mężczyzna ("man"). All these nouns are masculine, but they end with the vowel -a, 
which is characteristic to the feminine gender, so don't fall into this trap. Once more, these are 
masculine nouns.

Exceptions also include masculine nouns that are used to describe both men and women, for 
example: prezydent ("president"), doktor ("doctor"), inżynier ("engineer"), profesor 
("professor"), świadek ("witness"), gość ("guest").

Genders of Polish Adjectives
 

As we said before, Polish adjectives also have genders, just like nouns. In the previous 
lesson, you learned colors and their gender, so now it's time to master some more adjectives 
and their masculine, feminine, and neuter forms.

Polish adjectives can be divided into two groups: those which end with the vowel -y and those 
which end with the vowel -i. Let's have a look at the first group.

y - adjectives

Masculine form Feminine form Neuter form English translation

zimny zimna zimne "cold"

ciepły ciepła ciepłe "warm"

ładny ładna ładne "pretty"

piękny piękna piękne "beautiful"

gorący gorąca gorące "hot"

trudny trudna trudne "hard, difficul"

smaczny smaczna smaczne "tasty"
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słony słona słone "salty"

łatwy  łatwa łatwe "easy"

fajny fajna fajne "cool"

szczęśliwy szczęśliwa szczęśliwe "happy"

wesoły wesoła wesołe "cheerful"

smutny smutna smutne "sad"

zły zła złe "bad, angry"

dobry dobra dobre "good"

duży duża duże "big"

mały mała małe "small"

If you learn new adjectives or check them in the dictionary, the form given will always be 
masculine. As you can see, all the adjectives in this group end with the vowel -y. To make a 
feminine form, the only thing you do is replace the vowel -y with the vowel -a, which, as you 
already know, is characteristic of feminine forms.

Then, when making a neuter form, replace the vowel -y with the vowel -e.

i - adjectives 
 

Masculine form Feminine form Neuter form English translation

drogi droga drogie "expensive"

brzydki brzydka brzydkie "ugly"

krótki krótka krótkie "short"

długi długa długie "long"

słodki słodka słodkie "sweet"

gorzki gorzka gorzkie "bitter"
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lekki lekka lekkie "light"

ciężki ciężka ciężkie "heavy"

polski polska polskie "Polish"

głupi głupia głupie "stupid"

tani tania tanie "cheap"

In this group, all the masculine adjectives end with the vowel -i. To make a feminine form, all 
you have to do is replace the vowel -i with the vowel -a. In the case of neuter form, just add 
the vowel -e.

The last two adjectives in the table are exceptions to these rules. As you can see, we never 
remove the last vowel -i. Just add -a in the case of feminine form and add -e in the case of 
neuter form.

Language Expansion
 

When putting adjectives and nouns together in a sentence, both of them have to have the 
same gender, which we call gender agreement. So if, for example, the noun is a masculine 
noun, the adjective describing it must be in masculine form too.

In the dialogue, Gosia asked Alex, masz polski telefon? ("Do you have a Polish mobile 
phone?"). The noun telefon is a masculine noun (it ends with a consonant), and so the 
adjective polski has to be in masculine form. Another example from the dialogue would be 
nowy model ("new model"). Here again, both words are in masculine form. To avoid mistakes, 
first make sure what gender the noun is, and then choose the correct form of the adjective 
accordingly.

Let's go through a few examples:

Masculine:

1. zimny obiad 
"cold dinner"

2. duży telewizor 
"big TV"

3. ładny obraz 
"pretty painting"
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Feminine:

1. słona zupa 
"salty soup"

2. fajna impreza 
"cool party"

3. ciepła czapka 
"warm cap"

Neuter:

1. drogie muzeum  
"expensive museum"

2. polskie danie 
"Polish dish"

3. brzydkie kociątko  
"ugly kitten"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Mobile Phones in Poland 
 

Mobile phones became available in Poland in 1992, and of course the models available in 
those times are nothing like the modern ones. In the early nineties, mobile phones weighed 
more than half a kilogram, were extremely expensive (more than an average Pole earned in a 
year), and were commonly called a cegła ("brick") or kaloryfer ("radiator"). The kinds of mobile 
phones available in those years were only Nokias and Motorolas. However, 1996 brought the 
second generation of mobile phones, together with new providers. Nokia remains one of the 
most popular mobile phone brands among Poles. Other very popular makers in Poland are 
Samsung and Sony Ericsson.

Starting in 2008, smartphones became available on the Polish market and gathered more 
users over time. In 2012, more than forty percent of Poles were smartphone users.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Jaki masz numer telefonu?

2. Gosia: 602-688-913

3. Alex: Dzięki.

4. Gosia: Puść mi strzałkę.

5. Alex: Ok! Twój numer to 610-724-888?

6. Gosia: Dokładnie.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: What's your phone number?

2. Gosia: 602-688-913

3. Alex: Thanks.

4. Gosia: Ping me.

5. Alex: Ok! Is your number 610-724-888?

6. Gosia: Exactly.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender
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dzięki Thanks (informal) expression

numer number noun masculine

telefon phone noun masculine

twój your, yours pronoun

dokładnie exactly adverb

jaki

what...like, what 
(describing 

masculine nouns)
pronoun masculine

mieć to have verb

strzałka dart noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Dzięki! Do zobaczenia!
 

Thanks! See you!

Jaki masz numer telefonu?
 

What's your phone number?

Kobieta przypomniała sobie numer.
 

The woman remembered the number.

Masz telefon?
 

Do you have a phone?

Zgubił telefon po drodze do domu.
 

"He lost his phone on his way home."

Czy masz telefon komórkowy?
 

Do you have a cell phone?

To jest twój telefon.
 

This is your telephone.

Czy to jest twój pies?
 

Is that your dog?

Mam dokładnie taki sam komputer.
 

I have exactly the same computer.

Jaki jest twój ulubiony kolor?
 

What is your favorite color?

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.
 

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.
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Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.

Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

Puść mi strzałkę wieczorem.
 

"Ping me in the evening."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Strzałka, the noun which was used in the dialogue is a word which has many different 
meanings. One of the most interesting ones is the one used in our dialogue. At some point in 
the conversation, Gosia said to Alex, puść mi strzałkę. Strzałka, in this particular context, 
means a single phone signal, which has a certain meaning that's decided by the two people 
beforehand. For example, you want to call a friend who is busy and don't know what time he 
will get free. So the moment the friend is free to talk, he will send you a strzałkę, which is a 
sign for you to call. Remember, strzałka is not a phone call, just a signal, which has some sort 
of meaning the two of you know.

A strzałka is also a name of a certain kind of road signs (white on blue background).

A strzałka is also a dart. "To play darts" is grać w strzałki. 

Puścić is a verb that literally means the figurative expression "to let go" in English.

Do you remember the phrase from the beginning of this section? Puścić strzałkę literally 
means, "to let go a dart." There are many sayings in Polish which contain this verb, for 
example:

puścić z dymem - (literally, "let go with a smoke"). It means to burn something or waste 
something, for example, money.

puścić mimo uszu - "ignore," like to not worry about what someone said.

puścić płazem - (literally, "let go as an amphibian") - It means to let someone get away with 
something.

puścić pawia - (literally, "let go of a peacock") - It means to vomit.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Counting From One to Ten.
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 Twój numer to 610-724-888? 
 "Is your number 610-724-888?"
 

Knowing numbers is crucial when learning any language. In this lesson, we will start from the 
first ten numbers, and in this series, we will master all of them up to one-thousand.

Let's not waste any time. Here are the first ten.

zero "zero"

jeden "one"

dwa "two"

trzy "three"

cztery "four"

pięć "five"

sześć "six"

siedem "seven"

osiem "eight"

dziewięć "nine"

dziesięć "ten"

Number jeden is a little bit special because when counting things, you will hear Poles saying 
raz, instead of jeden. Jeden is used when saying sequences of numbers, like in the case of 
phone numbers. But whenever we have to count things, raz is used. Raz means also "once."

Before you master numbers to perfection, pay attention to the last two: dziewięć ("nine") and 
dziesięć ("ten"), because they're very similar.

 Language Tip
 

The simplest way of asking for someone's phone number is, Jaki masz numer?, which literally 
means, "What is your number?" Of course you can also ask the way Alex asked Gosia in our 
dialogue: Jaki masz numer telefonu? ("What is your phone number?"). The first component of 
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the question is the pronoun jaki ("what"), and then it's followed by the verb masz ("you have"), 
which is conjugated to the second person singular form of być ("to be"). Next there's the noun 
numer ("number"). Here we finish the question, or add the last component, which is telefonu 
(literally, "of phone").

So you can choose one of these two versions:

Jaki masz numer?

Jaki masz numer telefonu?

The other way, which is more straightforward, of asking for someone's phone number is, 
Podaj mi swój numer, which means, "Give me your number."

Answering this question is extremely simple because no unnecessary words are needed, just 
give your phone number, the same as Gosia did in the dialogue.

Let's check out a few examples:

1. A: Jaki masz numer telefonu? 
"What is your phone number?" 
B: 602-688-913 (sześć-zero-dwa sześć-osiem-osiem dziewięć-jeden-trzy) 
"602-688-913 (six-zero-two six-eight-eight nine-one-three)"

2. A: Jaki masz numer? 
"What's your number?" 
B: 870-234-001 (osiem-siedem-zero dwa-trzy-cztery zero-zero-jeden) 
"870-234-001 (eight-seven-zero two-three-four zero-zero-one)"

3. A: Podaj mi swój numer. 
"Give me your number." 
B: 756-232-996 (siedem-pięć-sześć dwa-trzy-dwa dziewięć-dziewięć-sześć) 
"756-232-996 (seven-five-six two-three-two nine-nine-six)"

If you find yourself in an informal setting, then of course the question for the phone number 
has to be slightly modified. Whenever you want to be polite towards someone, you need to 
use one of these two words: pani when addressing a lady or pan when addressing a man.

For example:

1. Jaki ma pani numer telefonu? 
"What is your phone number, ma'am?"
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2. Jaki ma pan numer telefonu 
 "What is your phone number, sir?"

Language Expansion
 

Poles like sayings very much, so when you go to Poland, you can be sure to hear many of 
them. There are quite a few that are connected to this lesson's focus, which is numbers up to 
ten.

Below you will find examples of such sayings or phrases in Polish, along with their meaning 
or equivalent in English and a brief explanation.

1. Wszystko jedno 
"Whatever, doesn't matter." 
→ You can answer this to any kind of question—how, when, where, how much, how 
many, what time, etc.—if it doesn't matter to you.

2. Co dwie glowy to nie jedna 
"Two heads are better than one." 
→ It's better to think or work on something together rather than alone. Use this 
whenever you have asked someone to work on something together or when 
someone gave you a good idea.

3. Raz dwa 
"one two" 
→ It means to do something very fast.

4. Wtrącać swoje trzy grosze 
"interfere with their two cents." 
→ This means to cut in, to interfere, or to say or comment on something when it's 
none of your business

5. Do trzech razy sztuka 
 "third times a charm" (lit. "third time lucky") 
→ It means th at third try will be always successful.

6. W cztery oczy 
"face to face" (lit. "in four eyes")
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7. Ni w pięć, ni w dziewięć 
"not in five, not in nine." 
→ This is something that doesn't fit or match. It looks strange or out of place.

8. Być w siódmym niebie 
"be on cloud nine" (lit. "be in seventh heaven")

9. Strzał w dziesiątkę 
"bull's eye" (lit. "shot in ten")

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Mobile Service in Poland
 

If you move to Poland or plan to stay there for a longer period of time, you may need to get a 
mobile phone. The main service providers in Poland are T-Mobile, Heyah, Play, Orange, and 
Plus. They have dozens of shops all over the country, so it's really easy to find them. There 
are two options to choose from: pay-as-you-go or signing a contract, usually for two years. 
Buying a mobile phone in Poland is straightforward. There are a few options here, and one of 
them, probably the most costly, is buying a device in a provider's store. Another option is 
stores with used mobile phones where you can also get some repairs done if necessary. 
Probably the cheapest mobile phones can be bought on Polish auctions called Allegro.

International calls are extremely expensive in Poland, so the best thing to do is to avoid that. If 
you need to make a call to someone in Poland, the country dialing code is +48.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Która jest godzina?

2. Gosia: 12:20

3. Alex: O nie!

4. Gosia: Co się stało?

5. Alex: Jestem spóźniony na spotkanie!

6. Gosia: Chodź! Podwiozę cię!

ENGLISH

1. Alex: What time is it?

2. Gosia: 12:20

3. Alex: Oh no!

4. Gosia: What happened?

5. Alex: I'm late for a meeting!

6. Gosia: C'mon! I'll give you a ride!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender
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być to be verb

nie no, not particle

godzina hour noun feminine

co what
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

stać się to become verb

spóźniony to be late adjective masculine

spotkanie meeting noun neutral

podwozić to give a ride verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jestem z Polski.
 

I am from Poland.

Jestem Tomek.
 

I am Tom.

Nie, nie lubię muzyki klasycznej.
 

"No, I don't like classical music."

Mam tylko godzinę.
 

I only have one hour.

Godzina kosztuje dziesięć złotych.
 

One hour costs ten złoty.

Która jest godzina?
 

What time is it?

O czym mówisz?
 

What are you talking about?

Co robisz?
 

What are you doing?

Co lubisz robić w weekendy?
 

What do you like doing on weekends?

Co czytasz?
 

What are you reading?

Co się stało?
 

"What happened?"

Jestem spóźniony!
 

"I’m late!"
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Spotkanie odbędzie się w finansowej 
dzielnicy.

 
The meeting will take place in the finance 
district.

Mój szef często spóźnia się na spotkania 
finansowe.

 
My boss is often late for company 
meetings.

Podwieźć cię?
 

"Shall I give you a ride?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Podwozić is a little bit difficult to pronounce. In English, it means "to give someone a ride." 
Some very good sentences that can come in handy when you're visiting Poland are:

1. Podwieziesz mnie? 
 "Can you give me a ride?"

2. Podwieźć cię? 
"Shall I give you a ride?"

3. Podwiozę cię. 
 "I'll give you a ride"

Remember that it's not safe to get into a car with a stranger, so use these sentences only with 
friends.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Mastering Numbers from Eleven to Fifty 
 
 Która jest godzina? Jest 12:20 
 "What time is it? It's 12:20 pm." 
 

In this lesson, we're going to learn all about the numbers from eleven to fifty in Polish and also 
how to use them in the context of time.

To refresh your memory, let's go through the first eleven numbers, which we have studied 
about in lesson eight of this series.
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zero "zero"

jeden "one"

dwa "two"

trzy "three"

cztery "four"

pięć "five"

sześć "six"

siedem "seven"

osiem "eight"

dziewięć "nine"

dziesięć "ten"

The following numbers are based on the ones that we have just reviewed, so it's not going to 
be very difficult. Like in English, they end with -teen. In Polish, it's naście.

Let's go through them one by one:

jedenaście "eleven"

dwanaście "twelve"

trzynaście "thirteen"

czternaście "fourteen"

piętnaście "fifteen"

szesnaście "sixteen"

siedemnaście "seventeen"

osiemnaście "eighteen"
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dziewiętnaście "nineteen"

dwadzieścia "twenty"

For the numbers jedenaście ("eleven"), dwanaście ("twelve"), trzynaście ("thirteen"), 
siedemnaście ("seventeen"), and osiemnaście ("eighteen"), you don't have to do anything 
except add the ending -naście to the numbers you learned in the last lesson. For example, 
siedem plus naście gives us siedemnaście. Very easy, isn't it?

When it comes to all the remaining numbers, there will be some slight changes. Let's check 
them one by one. First, czternaście ("fourteen"). We have the number cztery and the ending -
naście, but we have to remember to remove the last letter of cztery, -y, and then add -naście 
to get czternaście ("fourteen").

In the case of "fifteen," which is a little bit special also in English, we replace the consonant ć 
with t in the number pięć ("five") and then add -naście. This way, we get the Polish number 
piętnaście ("fifteen"). Polish "sixteen" is another number which requires our attention. Built 
from szes (modified version of the number sześć, "six"), and the suffix, you already remember 
for sure, -naście - szesnaście. The last number we have to mention here is dziewiętnaście 
("nineteen"). Here the change is exactly the same as in the case of the number piętnaście 
("fifteen"). What we have to do is remove the consonant ć from dziewięć ("nine") and add t. 
This way we get dziewięt plus -naście, which gives us dziewiętnaście ("nineteen").

To sum up, the numbers you have to pay extra attention to are: czternaście ("fourteen"), 
piętnaście ("fifteen"), szesnaście ("sixteen"), and dziewiętnaście ("nineteen").

dwadzieścia "twenty"

dwadzieścia jeden "twenty-one"

dwadzieścia dwa "twenty-two"

dwadzieścia trzy "twenty-three"

dwadzieścia cztery "twenty-four"

dwadzieścia pięć "twenty-five"

dwadzieścia sześć "twenty-six"

dwadzieścia siedem "twenty-seven"

dwadzieścia osiem "twenty-eight"
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dwadzieścia dziewięć "twenty-nine"

trzydzieści "thirty"

czterdzieści "forty"

pięćdziesiąt "fifty"

As you can see, these numbers are based on the numbers you have already learned. Just 
master dwadzieścia ("twenty"), trzydzieści ("thirty"), czterdzieści ("forty"), and pięćdziesiąt 
("fifty"), and you will be able to count up to fifty-nine!

Asking about Time in Polish 

When asking about time in Polish, the verb być ("to be") is very important, so if you don't 
remember it, go back to lesson four of this series.

In the dialogue, Alex asked Gosia the time using the question, Która jest godzina?

The first component of the question is the pronoun która, the feminine form of który, which 
literally means "which" in English, but in this case, we will translate it as "what." Next, there is 
the verb jest ("it is") and the third person singular form of być ("to be"). And lastly, we have the 
noun godzina, which literally means "hour" in English. Altogether, we have, Która jest 
godzina? ("What time is it?").

If you find yourself in an informal setting, asking with która godzina? or która jest? is also 
perfectly fine, but please remember that these two options are reserved for friends only.

In a formal setting, it's enough to just add przepraszam at the beginning of the question - 
Przepraszam, która jest godzina?, "Excuse me, what time is it?"

For example:

1. A: Która jest godzina?  
"What time is it?" 
B: Jest 12:20. (dwunasta dwadzieścia) 
"It's 12:20 pm"

2. A: Która jest? 
"What time is it?" 
B: 13:00 (trzynasta / pierwsza) 
"one p.m."
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3. A: Przepraszam, która jest godzina? 
"Excise me, what time is it?" 
B: Jest 21:15 (dwudziesta pierwsza piętnaście / dziewiąta piętnaście) 
"It's 9:15 p.m."

As you can see, there are two ways of answering the question about time—with the time only, 
or you can start with jest ("it is") and then say the time. It's completely up to you.

Language Expansion
 

In Poland, both twelve o'clock and twenty-four o'clock are used. In the table below, you can 
see twenty-four o'clock. Unlike English, in Polish when saying time, the form of the hour is 
different than the form of the number, but in the case of minutes, there's no change, so as long 
as you master numbers in their plain forms and the names of the hours, you will have no 
problems with talking about time.

Polish time English time Polish time English time

pierwsza "one a.m." trzynasta "one p.m."

druga "two a.m." czternasta "two p.m."

trzecia "three a.m." piętnasta "three p.m."

czwarta "four a.m." szesnasta "four p.m."

piąta "five a.m." siedemnasta "five p.m."

szósta "six a.m." osiemnasta "six p.m."

siódma "seven a.m." dziewiętnasta "seven p.m."

ósma "eight a.m." dwudziesta "eight p.m."

dziewiąta "nine a.m."
dwudziesta 
pierwsza "nine p.m."

dziesiąta "ten a.m." dwudziesta druga "ten p.m."

jedenasta "eleven a.m." dwudziesta trzecia "eleven p.m."
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dwunasta
"noon"

dwudziesta czwarta 
pólnoc "midnight"

Let's go through a few examples:

1. 6:20 a.m. 
szósta dwadzieścia

2. 10:05 a.m. 
dziesiąta pięć

3. 10:10 p.m. 
dwudziesta druga dziesięć OR dziesiąta dziesięć

4. 4:16 p.m. 
szesnasta szesnaście OR czwarta szesnaście

5. 6:04 p.m.  
osiemnasta cztery OR szósta cztery

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Punctuality in Poland
 

Are Poles punctual? Probably the best answer would be, it depends. Generally speaking, 
Poles don't like those who are always late—late for meetings, late for dinner, late for work. But 
being late is something happening very often in the Polish society. Usually Poles don't get to 
work late (about forty-nine percent of Poles consider being late for work unacceptable), but 
what about social meetings? Here, unfortunately, it happens very often. Also in the 
transportation sector, lateness is something that doesn't surprise anymore. The train can be 
thirty minutes or even an hour late. That's normal. The bus may be ten minutes late. That's 
also something we can expect. When it comes to construction, usually the first set deadlines 
are not met, whether it's a highway, new metro line, or department store, usually the deadline 
will be postponed one or more times.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Który dzisiaj jest?

2. Alex: 15 (piętnasty).

3. Gosia: Został mi tylko tydzień.

4. Alex: Do czego?

5. Gosia: 22 mam egzamin na prawo jazdy

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: What day is it today?

2. Alex: The fifteenth.

3. Gosia: I have only one week left.

4. Alex: Until what?

5. Gosia: On the twenty-second, I have an exam for my driving license.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

tydzień week noun masculine

być to be verb

dzisiaj today adverb
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piętnasty fifteenth numeral masculine

tylko just, only adverb

egzamin exam noun masculine

prawo jazdy driving licence noun neuter

do to, until preposition

SAMPLE SENTENCES

W tym tygodniu zaczynam kurs 
angielskiego.

 
This week I'm starting the English 
language course.

Jestem z Polski.
 

I am from Poland.

Jestem Tomek.
 

I am Tom.

Dzisiaj jest bardzo gorąco.
 

Today is very hot.

Dziś jest piękny dzień.
 

Today is a beautiful day.

Dzisiaj spotykam się z Janem.
 

I'm meeting with John today.

Piętnastego mam urodziny.
 

"My birthday is on the 15th"

Jestem wolna tylko w niedzielę.
 

I am only free on Sunday.

Mam tylko dwie minuty.
 

I only have two minutes.

Egzaminy nigdy nie są fajne.
 

Exams are never cool.

Muszę się uczyć na egzaminy.
 

I must study for my exams.

Jutro mam egzamin.
 

"I have an exam tomorrow."

Masz międzynarodowe prawo jazdy?
 

Do you have an international driving 
license?

Idę do sklepu.
 

I am going to the store.
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Jutro jedziemy do Warszawy.
 

Tomorrow we are going to Warsaw.

Piszę do ciebie.
 

I am writing to you.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

prawo jazdy - "driving license"
 

 
The phrase prawo jazdy is built from two words. First is prawo, which is a neuter noun and 
means "right," "law," or "claim" in English. The second word, jazdy, is a genitive form (genitive 
is one of the Polish cases, and we will study it in the next series) of the word jazda, which has 
been translated as "ride," "drive," or simply the action of moving from one place to the other. 
Those two words put together make prawo jazdy ("driving license"), which is, in other words, 
the right to drive a vehicle.

Examples of sentences with the phrase:

1. Czy masz prawo jazdy?  
"Do you have a driving license?"

2. Mam prawo jazdy. 
"I have a driving license."

3. Nie mam prawa jazdy. 
 "I don't have a driving license."

4. Zdaję na prawo jazdy. 
 "I'm taking a driving test."

5. egzamin na prawo jazdy  
"driving test"

dzisiaj - "today"
 

The adverb dzisiaj means "today" in English. In Polish, there's another word of the same 
meaning; it's dziś. Very useful phrases with the adverb dzisiaj are:
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1. dzisiaj rano  
"today in the morning" / "this morning"

2. dzisiaj popołudniu  
"today in the afternoon" / "this afternoon"

3. dzisiaj wieczorem  
"today in the evening" / "this evening "

4. od dzisiaj  
"from today"

In all the phrases above, dzisiaj can be replaced with dziś.

If we want to say, for example, "today's newspaper," we have to use the adjective dzisiejszy 
(masculine form), dzisiejsza (feminine), or dzisiejsze (neuter).

1. dzisiejsza gazeta 
"today's newspaper"

2. dzisiejszy ranek  
"today's morning"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Talking about Dates 
 
 Który dzisiaj jest? 
 "What day is it today?"
 

The skill you will master in this lesson is asking about dates and answering questions about 
them.

In the dialogue, Gosia asked Alex, który dzisiaj jest? This is the question that you will use 
whenever asking for a date in Polish. Let's break it down. The first component of the question 
is the pronoun który, which literally means "which," but in this case, we will translate it as 
"what." Then there's dzisiaj, which means "today," and the last component is the verb jest, 
which is the third person singular form of the verb być, "to be." Altogether, który dzisiaj jest? 
literally means, "Which day is it today?"

 Giving an answer to który dzisiaj jest? 
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Answering is just as easy, or even easier, than asking the question. It's enough if you just 
simply give the date, the day and month (if necessary).

Here is a table with Polish ordinal numbers (please note that the Polish forms given are 
masculine).

pierwszy "first"

drugi "second"

trzeci "third"

czwarty "forth"

piąty "fifth"

szósty "sixth"

siódmy "seventh"

ósmy "eighth"

dziewiąty "ninth"

dziesiąty "tenth"

As you can see, the same as in English, only the first three numbers are a little bit special. All 
the rest are based on the numbers which we have already learned in the previous lessons.

Let's take a look at the remaining ordinal numbers:

jedenasty "eleventh"

dwunasty "twelfth"

trzynasty "thirteenth"

czternasty "fourteenth"

piętnasty "fifteenth"

szesnasty "sixteenth"

siedemnasty "seventeenth"
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osiemnasty "eighteenth"

dziewiętnasty "nineteenth"

dwudziesty "twentieth"

trzydziesty "thirtieth"

Creating numbers like twenty-first or twenty-seventh is also very easy, since it's enough just to 
put the numerals that stand, for example, for twentieth and first together, and we get twenty-
first. Let's go through a few examples:

1. dwudziesty ("twentieth") + pierwszy ("first") = dwudziesty pierwszy ("twenty-first")

2. dwudziesty ("twentieth") + siódmy ("seventh") = dwudziesty siódmy ("twenty-seventh)

3. dwudziesty ("twentieth") + dziewiąty ("ninth") = dwudziesty dziewiąty ("twenty-ninth")

4. trzydziesty ("thirtieth") + pierwszy ("first") = trzydziesty pierwszy ("thirty-first")

Polish Names for Months

styczeń "January"

luty "February"

marzec "March"

kwiecień "April"

maj "May"

czerwiec "June"

lipiec "July"

sierpień "August"

wrzesień "September"

październik "October"
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listopad "November"

grudzień "December"

Now that you have learned Polish ordinal numbers and the names of the months, let's see a 
few examples of days that are special to almost every Pole:

1. pierwszy styczeń 
"First January" 
("New Year" - Nowy Rok)

2. szósty grudzień 
"Sixth December" 
("St. Nicholas Day" - Mikołajki)

3. dwudziesty czwarty grudzień 
"Twenty-fourth December" 
("Christmas Eve"- Wigilia)

4. dwudziesty szósty maj 
"Twenty-sixth May" 
("Mother's Day" - Dzień Matki)

5. dwudziesty dziewiąty listopad 
"Twenty-ninth November" 
("St. Andrew's Day" - Andrzejki)

6. czternasty luty 
"Fourteenth February" 
("St. Valentine's Day" - Walentynki)

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Polish Drivers' Licenses
 

In Poland, driving licences were first issued in 1918. In 1921, the first traffic code was created.

In 2011, twenty-million Poles (thirty-eight-million were living in Poland) had a driving license. 
Forty-four percent of those were women, but the number of people trying to get a driving 
license drops every year. This could be due to the growing difficulty of the exam and the cost 
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to take it. If you fail the exam and want to retake it, you have to cover all the costs again. In 
Poland, a person who has turned eighteen years old has the right to take the test to get a 
driving license. For smaller vehicles, the age is usually sixteen. A driving course in Poland 
consists of about twenty hours of theory and twenty to thirty hours of driving practice. Both 
take place on the schools' grounds in the city.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Kiedy masz urodziny?

2. Alex: 18 marca.

3. Gosia: To już niedługo. Ile skończysz lat?

4. Alex: 24.

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: When is your birthday?

2. Alex: On March the eighteenth.

3. Gosia: It's soon! How old will you become?

4. Alex: Twenty-four.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

marzec March noun masculine

kiedy when
adverb, pronoun, 

iterrogative pronoun

mieć to have verb

urodziny birthday
non-masculine 

personal
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to this

pronoun, 
determinative 

pronoun
neuter

niedługo soon adverb

lata years noun
non-masculine-

personal

ile
how much, how 

many
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Lubię marzec.
 

"I like March."

Kiedy zaczyna się mecz?
 

When does the football game start?

Kiedy masz urodziny?
 

When is your birthday?

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.
 

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.

Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.

Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

Co robisz na urodziny?
 

What are you doing for your birthday?

Kiedy masz urodziny?
 

When is your birthday?

Co to jest?
 

What's this?

Co to znaczy?
 

What does it mean?

To jest gazeta.
 

This is a newspaper.

Niedługo po tym jak skończyła szkołę 
dostała pracę w Anglii.

 
She got a job in England shortly after she 
finished school.

Niegługo mam urodziny.
 

"It’s my birthday soon."
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Ile masz lat?
 

"How old are you?"

Ile masz jabłek?
 

How many apples do you have?

Ile to kosztuje?
 

How much is this?

Ile masz wzrostu?
 

How tall are you?

Ile kosztuje kuszetka do Gdyni?
 

How much is the sleeper to Gdynia?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Urodziny is a Polish noun which means "birthday." Urodziny is derived from the verb urodzić 
się, which means "to be born." There is also an adjective urodzinowy, and it can be used in 
phrases like kartka urodzinowa ("birthday card"), tort urodzinowy ("birthday cake"), or impreza 
urodzinowa ("birthday party"). Some useful phrases and expressions using the noun urodziny 
are:

1. Robisz coś na urodziny? 
 "Do you do something for your birthday?"

2. dostać coś na urodziny 
"to get things for your birthday"

3. Co dostałeś na urodziny? 
"What did you get for your birthday?"

4. Obchodzić urodziny 
"to celebrate a birthday"

Niedługo is a Polish adverb. It can mean "soon" or "not long, shortly," depending on the 
context. It's built from two words - nie, which means "no, not," and długo, which is an adverb 
meaning "long," so we get the word niedługo, meaning something not lasting long or 
happening in not a long time.

The Polish ile is a pronoun that means "how much" or "how many" in English. The 
grammatical classification of ile is different than in English.

The usual structure of pronouns in a language such as English would be the following: 
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pronoun + verb (+ object). In short, the pronoun replaces the subject noun.

Everything related to counting or measuring can be asked with the simple pronoun ile. Let's 
see a few examples:

1. Ile masz lat?  
 "How old are you?"

2. ile ważysz? 
"What's your weight?"

3. ile to kosztuje? 
 "How much does it cost?"

4. ile masz zwierząt? 
 "How many pets do you have?"

In Polish, conversely, this interrogative pronoun directly exists alongside a noun in the 
following structure: pronoun + noun + verb

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Talking about Your Birthday 
 
Kiedy masz urodziny? 
 "When is your birthday?" 
 

Now, that you have mastered numbers up to fifty-nine, you can use this ability to learn how to 
talk about your birthday and how to ask others about their birthdays.

In the dialogue, Gosia and Alex had such conversation. The question that appeared there 
was - kiedy masz urodziny? - which means is translated as, "When is your birthday?" Let's 
break this question down. First, there was the pronoun kiedy, which means "when," followed 
by the verb masz, the second person singular form of the verb mieć, which means "to have," 
and lastly, the noun urodziny, which means "birthday." Altogether - kiedy masz urodziny? 
literally means, "When do you have birthday?" But of course we will stick to the English 
equivalent, "When is your birthday?"

The crucial verb here is mieć ("to have"), so let's check the conjugation.

Singular

ja mam "I have"
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ty masz "you have"

on ma "he has"

ona ma "she has"

ono ma "it has"

Plural

my mamy "we have"

wy macie "you have"

oni mają "they have"

You already know how to ask your friend about his or her birthday - kiedy masz urodziny?

What if you want to ask about a third party's birthday? Let's say you want to ask, "When is his 
birthday?" Then of course the third person singular form of the verb mieć has to be used - 
kiedy on ma urodziny? If you want to use the person's name, the form of the question will be 
the same, just change on to the name of the person, for example, Tomek - Kiedy Tomek ma 
urodziny? ("When is Tomek's birthday?")

 Language Expansion: Giving the Date of your Birthday
 

In the previous lesson, we introduced the ordinal numbers that are crucial when giving dates 
in the plain form. This time the forms will be slightly different since they are in the genitive 
case (we will talk about cases more in the next series).

Basic Form Genitive Form English

pierwszy pierwszego "on the first"

drugi drugiego "on the second"

trzeci trzeciego "on the third"

czwarty czwartego "on the fourth"

piąty piątego "on the fifth"
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szósty szóstego "on the sixth"

siódmy siódmego "on the seventh"

ósmy ósmego "on the eighth"

dziewiąty dziewiątego "on the ninth"

dziesiąty dziesiątego "on the tenth"

As you can see, in genitive form, the one that we will use whenever giving our date of birth, all 
the numerals end with -ego, which makes it easy to remember.

Let's go on and have a look at the remaining ones:

Basic Form Genitive Form English

jedenasty jedenastego "on the eleventh"

dwunasty dwunastego "on the twelveth"

trzynasty trzynastego "on the thirteenth"

czternasty czternastego "on the fourteenth"

piętnasty piętnastego "on the fifteenth"

szesnasty szesnastego "on the sixteenth"

siedemnasty siedemnastego "on the seventeenth"

osiemnasty osiemnastego "on the eighteenth"

dziewiętnasty dziewiętnastego "on the nineteenth"

dwudziesty dwudziestego "on the twentieth"

trzydziesty trzydziestego on the thirtieth

The same applies to basic numerals. To say, for example, "on twenty-first," we need to put "on 
twentieth" and "on first" together - dwudziestego + pierwszego = dwudziestego pierwszego

Some more examples:
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1. dwudziestego + trzeciego = dwudziestego trzeciego ("on the twenty-third")

2. dwudziestego + ósmego = dwudziestego ósmego ("on the twenty-eighth")

3. dwudziestego + szóstego = dwudziestego szóstego ("on the twenty-sixth")

4. trzydziestego + pierwszego = trzydziestego pierwszego ("on the thirty-first")

Genitive Forms of Months

stycznia "of January"

lutego "of February"

marca "of March"

kwietnia "of April"

maja "of May"

czerwca "of June"

lipca "of July"

sierpnia "of August"

września "of September"

października "of October"

listopada "of November"

grudnia "of December"

Now that you have mastered genitive forms of both numerals and names of months, you have 
all the necessary knowledge to talk about your birthday.

A: Kiedy masz urodziny? - "When is your birthday?"

- 6 stycznia (szóstego stycznia) - "on January sixth"

- 17 listopada (siedemnastego listopada) - "on the seventeenth of November"
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- 20 czerwca (dwudziestego czerwca) - "on June twentieth"

- 31 grudnia (trzydziestego pierwszego grudnia) - "on the thirty-first of December"

B: Kiedy ona ma urodziny? - "When is her birthday?"

- 9 marca (dziewiątego marca) - "on March ninth"

- 13 lutego (trzynastego lutego) - "on the thirteenth of February"

C: Kiedy Gosia ma urodziny? - "When is Gosia's birthday?"

- 22 września (dwudziestego drugiego września) - "on the twenty-second of September"

- 28 sierpnia (dwudziestego ósmego sierpnia) - "August twenty-eighth"

Language Expansion
 

If you want to ask about a third person's birthday, it's as easy as replacing the person, from 
second singular, to third singular—on ("he") or ona ("she")—and the form of the verb mieć. 
You have to keep in mind that, unlike in English, in Polish, to ask this question, we have to 
use the verb "to have" (mieć), instead of "to be" (być).

1. Kiedy ona ma urodziny? 
 "When is her birthday?"

2. Kiedy on ma urodziny? 
 "When is his birthday?"

3. Kiedy Alex ma urodziny? 
 "When is Alex's birthday?"

4. Kiedy babcia ma urodziny? 
"When is grandma's birthday?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Birthdays in Poland
 

In Poland, eighteenth birthdays are the time when we officially come of age, that is to say, 
when a young person becomes an adult. This gives him or her the right to vote, to legally 
drink alcohol, to smoke cigarettes, and to get the all-important driving license. Celebrating the 
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eighteenth birthday is very important for every Pole, and usually the biggest birthday party in 
our lives. Sometimes the party is organized at home and sometimes in a restaurant, club, or 
another place where we can have lots of fun together with friends.

Eighteenth birthday parties are supposed to be unforgettable. On this occasion, families gives 
bigger presents than usual. It can be money, a laptop, a car, or if you're really lucky, you can 
even get keys to your own apartment, which your parents will rent for you.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Dzień dobry.

2. Sales clerk: Dzień dobry.

3. Alex: Ile kosztuje bilet autobusowy?

4. Sales clerk: Cały czy ulgowy?

5. Alex: Cały.

6. Sales clerk: 4 złote

7. Alex: Poproszę.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Good morning.

2. Sales clerk: Good morning.

3. Alex: How much is a bus ticket?

4. Sales clerk: Normal or reduced?

5. Alex: Normal.

6. Sales clerk: Four zloty.

7. Alex: I'll take it.

VOCABULARY
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Polish English Class Gender

ulgowy reduced adjective masculine

kosztować to cost verb

dzień day noun masculine

ile
how much, how 

many
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

bilet ticket noun masculine

autobusowy bus adjective masculine

cały normal, whole adjective masculine

dobry good adjective masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bilet ulgowy poproszę.
 

"A discounted ticket, please."

Bilet kosztuje piętnaście złotych.
 

The ticket costs fifteen złoty.

Ile kosztują te spodnie?
 

How much are these trousers?

Jaki jest dzisiaj dzień?
 

What day is it today?

Jest piękny dzień.
 

It's a beautiful day.

Cały dzień spędziłam na zakupach.
 

I (female) spent the whole day shopping.

Ile masz jabłek?
 

How many apples do you have?

Ile to kosztuje?
 

How much is this?

Ile masz wzrostu?
 

How tall are you?

Ile kosztuje kuszetka do Gdyni?
 

How much is the sleeper to Gdynia?

Proszę bilet normalny.
 

Regular ticket, please.

Proszę dwa bilety autobusowe.
 

"Two bus tickets, please."
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Ile kosztuje cały bilet?
 

"How much is a normal ticket?"

Dzień dobry, pani Anno.
 

Good morning, Miss Anna.

To jest dobry sklep.
 

This is a good store.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Cały is a Polish masculine adjective that means "all," "whole," or "full" in English. The other 
forms are cała (feminine) and całe (neuter). Very useful phrases that consist of this adjective 
are:

cały czas - "all the time"

z całej siły - "with all strength"

z całą pewnością - "certainly," literally, "with all certainty"

In the dialogue, the phrase cały bilet was used, which means "normal ticket." In Poland, there 
are half-price tickets for children and students and normal tickets for adults. A normal ticket 
(normalny bilet) is commonly called cały bilet, since we have to pay the whole price.

Ulgowy is another masculine adjective that was used in the dialogue. The other forms are 
ulgowa (feminine) and ulgowe (neuter). Ulgowy derives from the noun ulga, which means 
"reduction" or "relief" in English. It's most commonly used when talking about all kinds of 
tickets, for bus, train, movies, theater, museum - bilet ulgowy. So if you're a student, that's an 
essential phrase to remember if you want to get discounted tickets.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning How to Ask About Price 
 
 Ile kosztuje bilet autobusowy? 
 "How much is a bus ticket?"
 

Asking about prices is a crucial ability whenever visiting a foreign country. In this lesson, you 
will master this question and learn other useful expressions for shopping in Poland.

The most basic way of asking about price is, ile to kosztuje? You can use this question only in 
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the situation when you can point to the thing you are interested in. The question is built from 
the pronoun ile, which means "how much," to, which means "this," and the verb kosztuje, 
which means "cost." Ile to kosztuje? - "How much does it cost?"

Another more accurate and probably more useful way of asking about price is the question 
Alex used in the dialogue. Ile kosztuje bilet autobusowy? Here again, we start with the 
pronoun ile ("how much"), followed by the verb kosztuje in the third person singular form 
("cost"), and at the end, the object we are asking about, in this case, bilet autobusowy ("bus 
ticket").

1. Ile kosztuje bilet autobusowy?  
"How much is a bus ticket?"

Just start with ile kosztuje and finish with the thing you want to know the price of.

This time we were asking about bilet autobusowy, which means "bus ticket" in English. This 
phrase is made from two nouns in English, but in Polish, it's an adjective and a noun. The first 
component is bilet, a noun, meaning "ticket" in English. It's followed by autobusowy, which is 
an adjective in Polish. This adjective derives from the noun autobus ("bus"). In Polish, when 
we put together two nouns, the one which is more descriptive becomes an adjective. We will 
talk about this grammatical point in detail in another lesson.

 Answering a Question about Price
 

The answer that you will hear from Poles will include the the price itself, so be sure to have 
mastered the numbers to perfection If you still haven't, please go back to the previous lessons.

Polish currency is called złoty, and it's subdivided into grosze.

1. A: Ile kosztuje bilet autobusowy? 
"How much is a bus ticket?" 
B: 4 złote - 4 zlote 
"four zloty"

2. A: Ile kosztuje herbata? 
"How much is tea?" 
B: 5 złotych 
 "five zloty"

3. A: Ile kosztuje barszcz? 
"How much is borscht (beetroot soup)?" 
B: 6 złotych 
 "six zloty"
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If you find yourself, for example, in a bicycle shop and want to ask about a price of specific 
bicycle, asking ile kosztuje rower? ("How much is a bicycle?") will be not enough because 
this way, the sales clerk will not know which bicycle you're asking about. Here, the pronouns 
ten, ta, and to will come in handy. All three are equivalent to the English "this." Why do we 
have three? Because in Polish, all nouns have genders, and the pronouns' gender has to 
agree with the gender of the noun we are talking about. For example: ile kosztuje ten rower? 
("How much is this bicycle?"). The noun rower ("bicycle") is a masculine noun (it ends with a 
consonant), so we have to use the pronun ten, which is also masculine. Ta is feminine, and to 
is neuter.

Let's go through a few more examples:

1. A: Ile kosztuje ten kapelusz? 
"How much is this hat?" 
B: 35 złotych 
"thirty-five zloty"

2. A: Ile kosztuje ta mapa? 
 "How much is this map?" 
B: 18 złotych 
"eighteen zloty"

3. A: Ile kosztuje to danie? 
 "How much is this dish?" 
B: 20 złotych 
"twenty zloty"

Language Expansion
 

There are a few vocabulary words and phrases that will come in handy when you go 
shopping in Poland. First of all, probably the most important are all the words that will inform 
you about discounts and sales. Because of the growing popularity of the English language, 
don't be surprised to see the signs and posters saying "SALE," especially in department 
stores. But still, in many places, there will be Polish signs like:

1. wyprzedaż 
"sale"

2. obniżka cen 
"cut price"

3. promocja 
"promotion" (usually products with discounted price)
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4. przecena 
"discount"

Sometimes it's necessary to ask a question about some product, so these may come in handy 
too:

1. Czy ta cena jest po obniżce? 
"Is this price already reduced?"

2. Czy jest większy rozmiar? 
 "Is there a bigger size?"

3. Czy jest mniejszy rozmiar? 
"Is there a smaller size?"

4. Czy dostanę zniżkę jak kupię 2 sztuki? 
"Will I get a discount if I buy two pieces?"

5. Dlaczego to jest w przecenie? 
"Why is this discounted?"

Poles are famous for haggling, and you also can try your luck, but remember that it's reserved 
only for markets and small shops.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Transportation in Poland
 

Polish urban transportation is provided mainly by buses and trams. Most towns and cities 
have a network of buses, which are the main means of public transportation. In many cities, 
there are a few kinds of tickets, single tickets - normal (normalny / cały), and half-price 
(ulgowy), as well as so-called "time tickets" (bilet czasowy), daily tickets (bilet dobowy), and 
monthly tickets (bilet miesięczny). The cheapest prices for bus tickets are in Wrocław city, and 
the most expensive are in the capital cities: Warsaw and Łódź. In many Polish cities, another 
option is trams; in Łódź, there's the longest tram line in all of Europe. Very interesting is the 
fact that still in three cities in Poland, we can ride a trolley: Gdynia and Sopot, Lublin, and 
Tychy. In 2008, construction of the first metro line in Poland—in Warsaw of course—was 
completed, with a total length of twenty-one kilometers and twenty-three stations. The 
completion of the second line is planned for 2014.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Dobry wieczór. Mam rezerwację na spektakl.

2. Receptionist: Pana nazwisko?

3. Alex: Clairmont.

4. Receptionist: To Pański bilet, sektor zielony, siedzenie numer 29.

5. Alex: Dziękuję bardzo.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Good evening. I have a reservation for a play.

2. Receptionist: Your name, sir?

3. Alex: Clairmont.

4. Receptionist: This is your ticket, sir; green section, seat number twenty-nine.

5. Alex: Thank you very much.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

spektakl show noun masculine

dobry good adjective masculine

wieczór evening noun masculine

rezerwacja reservation noun feminine
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nazwisko surname noun  neuter

zielony green adjective masculine

bilet ticket noun masculine

siedzenie seat noun neuter

numer number noun masculine

recepcjonista receptionist (male) noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

To ciekawy spektakl.
 

"It’s an interesting show."

Dzień dobry, pani Anno.
 

Good morning, Miss Anna.

To jest dobry sklep.
 

This is a good store.

Kort tenisowy jest otwarty również 
popołudniu.

 
The tennis court is open in the evening, 
too.

Ale spokojny wieczór.
 

What a peaceful evening.

Dobry wieczór, pani Anno.
 

Good evening, Mrs. Anna.

Dokonałam już rezerwacji hotelu.
 

"I (female) have already made the hotel 
reservation."

Mam na nazwisko Szczepańska.
 

My last name is Szczepańska.

Mam bardzo długie nazwisko.
 

I have a very long name.

Zielona żaba siedzi w wodzie.
 

The green frog is in the water.

Owca je zieloną trawę.
 

The sheep is eating the green grass.

Proszę bilet normalny.
 

Regular ticket, please.

Nie ma wolnych siedzeń.
 

There are no free seats.

To siedzenie jest niewygodne.
 

"This seat is uncomfortable."
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Jaki masz numer telefonu?
 

What's your phone number?

Kobieta przypomniała sobie numer.
 

The woman remembered the number.

Ten recepcjonista jest bardzo miły.
 

This receptionist is very nice.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Spektakl is one of the nouns used in the dialogue, and it means "show" in English. The 
Polish word doesn't have as wide a meaning as the English one. If we say spektakl in Polish, 
what we mean is a theatrical play, opera, or ballet.

Synonyms of spektakl are przedstawienie ("show," "performance") and sztuka teatralna 
("theatrical play").

For example:

1. Idę na spektakl. 
"I'm going to see a theater play."

2. Mam rezerwację na spektakl. 
"I have a reservation for a show."

3. Jak ci się podobał spektakl? 
 "How did you like the play?"

Recepcjonista is another useful noun, and it means "receptionist." Whenever you go to a 
hotel, guesthouse, or other places, you will meet people working as a recepcjonista, if it's a 
man and recepcjonistka if it's a woman. The area in which they work, which you will very often 
see on signs, especially at hotels, is recepja. At the hospital or clinic it can often be also 
called rejestracja, which means "registration."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is a Review of Lessons One through Ten 
 
 Mam rezerwację na spektakl. 
 "I have a reservation for a play."
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So far, you have learned many vocabulary words and grammar points, so it's time to stop for a 
second to review and practice the content of the first ten lessons of this series.

1. Greetings and saying farewells

Informal:

1. Cześć!  
"Hi!" / "Hello!"

2. Hej!  
"Hey!"

3. Siema!  
"Hi" (very colloquial)

4. Pa! / Papa!  
"Bye!" / "Bye-bye!"

5. Na razie! 
"See you!"

6. Nara! 
"See ya" (very colloquial)

Formal:

1. Dzień dobry! 
"Good morning!" / "Good afternoon"

2. Dobry wieczór!  
"Good evening"

3. Do widzenia. 
"Goodbye"

4. Do zobaczenia. 
"See you later"

5. Dobranoc 
"Goodnight"

2. Self-introduction
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Giving your first name only:

1. Jestem Robert. 
"I'm Robert."

2. Jestem Marta. 
"I'm Marta."

Giving your full name:

1. Nazywam się Robert Kowalski.  
"My name is Robert Kowalski."

2. Nazywam się Karolina Nowak. 
"My name is Karolina Nowak."

3. Asking for someone's name

Informal:

1. Jak masz na imię?  
"What's your name?"

2. A ty?  
"And you?" (use when you have introduced yourself first)

Formal:

1. Jak ma pani na imię? 
"What's your name, ma'am?"

2. Jak ma pan na imię?  
"What's your name, sir?"

3. Pani nazwisko?  
"Your name, ma'am?"

4. Pana nazwisko? 
"Your name, sir?"

4. Saying thanks and reacting to it
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In any situation when you need to say "thank you"

1. Dziękuję.  
"Thank you."

2. Dziękuję bardzo.  
"Thank you very much."

3. Bardzo ci dziękuję.  
"Thank you very much."

4. Dziękuję pani.  
"Thank you, ma'am."

5. Dziękuję panu.  
"Thank you, sir."

6. Dziękuję za pomoc.  
"Thank you for help."

Answering someone's "thank you"

1. Proszę bardzo.  
"You're welcome."

2. Przyjemność po mojej stronie.  
"It's my pleasure."

3. Nie ma za co.  
"Don't mention it."

4. Nie ma problemu.  
"No problem."

5. Nie ma o czym mówić.  
"Don't mention it."

Informal

1. Dzięki.  
"Thanks."
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2. Nie ma za co.  
"Don't mention it."

3. Nie ma problemu.  
"No problem."

4. Spoko. 
"No problem."

5. Talking about where we're from

Use the verb być ("to be")

1. Skąd jesteś?  
"Where are you from?"

2. Skąd on jest?  
"Where is he from?"

3. Skąd oni są?  
"Where are they from?"

4. Jestem z USA.  
"I'm from USA."

5. Jestem z Anglii. 
"I'm from England."

6. Ona jest z Ukrainy.  
"She is from Ukraine."

7. Oni są z Włoch.  
"They are from Italy."

6. Talking about objects

1. Co to jest?  
"What's this?"

2. To jest bilet.  
"It's a ticket."
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3. To jest mój dom.  
"It's my house."

4. To jest moja szklanka.  
"It's my glass."

5. To jest moje biurko.  
"It's my desk."

6. To jest zielony rower.  
"It's a green sweater."

7. Gender agreement

Polish nouns and adjectives have genders—in singular—masculine, feminine, and neuter. 
When putting an adjective and a noun together, they must have forms of the same gender, for 
example, masculine adjective plus masculine noun.

Masculine form examples

1. zielony sektor  
"green section"

2. czerwony kwiat  
"red flower"

3. młody pies  
"young dog"

Feminine form examples

1. mała dziewczynka  
"small girl"

2. smaczna herbata  
"tasty tea"

Neuter examples:

1. ładne zdjęcie  
"pretty picture"
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2. duże biurko  
"big desk"

8. Talking about your phone number

Asking for someone's phone number

1. Jaki masz numer?  
"What's your number?"

2. Jaki masz numer telefonu?  
"What's your phone number?"

3. Jaki ma pani number telefonu?  
"What's your phone number, ma'am?"

4. Jaki ma pan numer telefonu? 
"What's your phone number, sir?"

5. Podaj mi swój numer.  
"Give me your number."

Answer simply with the phone number

9. Talking about time

Asking about time

1. Która jest godzina? 
"What time is it?"

2. Która jest teraz godzina? 
"What time is it now?"

3. Która jest? 
"What time is it?"

4. Które teraz jest? 
"What time is it now?"

To answer, use the verb być ("to be") in its third person singular form or just give the time 
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(Remember, there are two ways of telling the time in Polish.)

1. Jest 12:00  
dwunasta 
"It's twelve o'clock"

2. Jest 18:30 
osiemnasta trzydzieści / szósta trzydzieści 
"It's six-thirty p.m."

3. 14:20  
czternasta dwadzieścia / druga dwadzieścia 
"Two-twenty p.m."

10. Talking about dates

Który dzisiaj jest? ("Which day is it today?")

1. 1 luty  
pierwszy luty  
"The first of February"

2. 24 grudzień  
dwudziesty czwarty grudzień 
 "The twenty-fourth of December"

3. 6 marzec  
szósty marzec 
"March sixth"

4. 13 wrzesień  
trzynasty wrzesień 
"September thirteenth"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Theater in Poland
 

The history of theater in Poland dates back to the twelfth century. Poland's first plays focused 
on religion. Later in the sixteenth century, non-religious topics were introduced in plays for the 
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first time.

After regaining independence and freedom after World War One, by the end of the year 1938, 
there were thirty-two professional theaters in sixteen cities. During World War Two, many 
Polish artists were killed, which of course greatly affected Polish theater. In the following 
years, with the popularization of movies and TV, the theater started losing patrons and 
became an entertainment for the elite.

Nowadays, theater is not a very popular kind of entertainment. Many people, especially the 
younger generation, are totally uninterested in watching a play, even if the best actors who 
are in the most popular Polish movies are on the stage. Among them are: Daniel Olbrychski, 
Krystyna Janda, Jerzy Stuhr, Cezary Pazura, and Janusz Gajos. The most well-known and 
best theater in Poland is the National Theater in Warsaw. Another well-known one is the 
National Old Theater in Kracow.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Jakie masz hobby, Alex?

2. Alex: Moje hobby to gry komputerowe i heavy metal.

3. Gosia: Ja też lubię metal!

4. Alex: Jakie ty masz hobby?

5. Gosia: Moje hobby to fotografia i taniec.

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: What are your hobbies, Alex?

2. Alex: My hobbies are computer games and death metal.

3. Gosia: I like metal too!

4. Alex: What are your hobbies?

5. Gosia: My hobbies are photography and dance.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

hobby hobby noun neuter

moje mine

fotografia photography noun feminine
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mieć to have verb

komputer computer noun masculine

gra game noun feminine

też also, too particle

lubić to like verb

taniec dance noun masculine

ty you pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jakie masz hobby?
 

What's your hobby?

Moje hobby to czytanie.
 

My hobby is reading.

Moje.
 

It's mine.

Fotografia to moje hobby.
 

"Photography is my hobby."

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.
 

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.

Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.

Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

Mój komputer cały czas pokazuje błąd.
 

My computer is displaying error messages 
all the time.

To jest świetna gra.
 

This is a good game.

Ta gra jest ciekawa.
 

"This game is interesting."

Ja też jadę do Włoch na wakacje.
 

I'm also going to Italy for summer vacation.

Ja też nie lubię gotować.
 

I also don't like to cook.

Też jestem z Krakowa.
 

I'm also from Cracow.
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Lubię lody czekoladowe.
 

I like chocolate ice-cream.

Lubię jeść słodycze.
 

I like to eat sweets.

Taniec to moje życie!
 

"Dance is my life!"

Ty tutaj siedzisz?
 

Are you sitting here?

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Fotografia is a feminine noun which has two meanings in English. One, which was used in 
the dialogue, is "photography." The other one is "photograph." Some synonyms which are 
more commonly used than the noun fotografia are zdjęcie ("photograph, picture") and the 
even more colloquial fota or fotka (both can be translated as "a pic").

If your profession is taking pictures, you are fotograf  ("photographer"). This noun is a 
masculine noun, but it can name both a man and a woman.

Another noun used in the dialogue is taniec, which means "dance" in English. The person 
who is dancing is tancerz if it's a male and tancerka if it's a female. The verb that derives from 
this masculine noun is tańczyć ("to dance").

taniec towarzyski - "ballroom dancing"

taniec ludowy - "folk dance"

potańcówka - "dance party" (old-fashioned word used by older generations and young 
people whenever they want to sound funny)

There's an interesting colloquial word tany, which derives from tańce ("dancing"), often used 
in the phrase, iść w tany ("to go dancing" or "to go to a great party") 
 

Hobby is an English word, but it's commonly used in Polish as a loan word. The only very 
important difference is that we don't inflect or decline this noun since it's of foreign origin. So if 
we talk about hobbies (plural) in English, the Polish remains the singular hobby. It doesn't 
matter if it's singular or plural; the form of hobby in Polish always stays the same.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning How to Talk About Your Hobby
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Jakie masz hobby?  
"What are your hobbies?"
 

When asking about a person's hobby, in Polish we use a very simple question, which is jakie 
masz hobby? Let's go through its components one by one. We start with the pronoun jakie, a 
neuter pronoun, which stands for the English "what." Then there's the verb masz ("you have"), 
the secnd person singular of mieć ("to have"), and lastly, the neuter noun hobby, the same as 
the English "hobby."

So all together we have, Jakie masz hobby? - "What are your hobbies?"

Answering such a question is very easy. Start with moje hobby, which means "my hobby," 
then say to, which means here "is," and finish with the thing you like or are interested in. In the 
dialogue, Gosia asked Alex about his hobby, and his answer was Moje hobby to gry 
komputerowe i heavy metal ("My hobbies are computer games and heavy metal."). The first 
component of Alex's answer is moje, which is the neuter form of the English word "my," and 
then it was followed by the noun hobby. Next there was to, equivalent to the English "is," and 
at the end, two points of interest: gry komputerowe, which means "computer games" and 
heavy metal.

If you want to talk about one hobby, then your answer will look like this:

Moje hobby to gry komputerowe.

If you want to mention two hobbies, then you need to link them with the conjunction i, 
meaning "and" in English, just like Alex did when answering Gosia's question.

Let's seee a few examples:

1. A: Jakie masz hobby? 
"What are your hobbies?" 
B: Moje hobby to gry komputerowe i heavy metal. 
"My hobbies are computer games and heavy metal music."

2. A: Jakie masz hobby? 
"What are your hobbies?" 
B: Moje hobby to gotowanie. 
 "My hobby is cooking."

3. A: Jakie masz hobby? 
"What are your hobbies?" 
B: Moje hobby to piłka nożna. 
"My hobby is football."
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Language Expansion
 

Now it's time to get familiar with some vocabulary connected to hobbies so that you can start 
sharing about it with your friends right away!

Polish English

gotowanie "cooking"

gry komputerowe "computer games"

muzyka "music"

muzyka klasyczna "classical music"

czytanie książek "reading books"

sport "sport"

piłka nożna "football"

fotografia "photography"

wędkarstwo "fishing"

podróżowanie "traveling"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Polish Heavy Metal
 

The most famous and most successful Polish band in the world is Vader. The group was 
formed in 1983 by Zbigniew Viki Wróblewski and Piotr Peter Wiwczarek (still a member of the 
band today). The name Vader was inspired by the Star Wars character Darth Vader. Often 
called "Polish Slayer," Vader is considered to be one of the precursors of death metal in 
Poland. Their lyrics focus on topics like death, war, and horror. Many songs are inspired by 
Lovecraft's works. They sold over 500,000 CDs in the world. Also they're the only band in 
death metal history to sell as many as 10,000 copies of a demo (Morbid Reich), which was 
released in 1990. The other very important release of the band is the fourth album, which is 
Litany (45,000 copies sold in three months). Vader has done concerts in most of Europe and 
also in Japan, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Nepal, and Mexico.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: Alex, masz może namiot?

2. Alex: Nie mam.

3. Gosia: Ok. A lubisz kemping?

4. Alex: Nie lubię. Dlaczego pytasz?

5. Gosia: Niedługo weekend majowy. Co robimy?

6. Alex: Nie wiem.

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: Alex, do you have a tent?

2. Alex: I don't have one.

3. Gosia: Ok. Do you like camping?

4. Alex: I don't like it. Why do you ask?

5. Gosia: It's the May weekend soon. What shall we do?

6. Alex: I don't know.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender
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może maybe, perhaps particle

namiot tent noun masculine

mieć to have verb

dlaczego why

pronoun, 
interrogative 

pronoun 

pytać to ask verb

weekend weekend noun masculine

co what
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

robić to do verb

wiedzieć to know verb

kemping camping noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Może chcielibyście pójść do kina?
 

"Maybe you would like to go to the 
movies?"

To jest wielki namiot!
 

"This is a huge tent!"

Mam tylko 5 złotych przy sobie.
 

I have only 5 zloty on me.

Mam ogromny ogród.
 

I have a huge garden.

Mam komputer.
 

I have a computer.

Dziewczyna ma skarbonkę.
 

The girl has a piggy bank.

Dlaczego jeszcze nie jesteś gotowy?
 

Why aren't you ready yet?

Dlaczego nie zadzwoniłaś?
 

Why didn't you call?
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W Warszawie zawsze muszę pytać o 
drogę.

 
In Warsaw I always have to ask for 
directions.

Zapytam cię ostatni raz.
 

I will only ask you one more time.

Dlaczego mnie o to pytasz?
 

Why are you asking me about this?

Pytałam o ciebie.
 

I was asking about you.

Nie mam planów na weekend
 

I have no plans for the weekend

Oni mają dużo planów na weekend.
 

They have a lot of plans this weekend.

O czym mówisz?
 

What are you talking about?

Co robisz?
 

What are you doing?

Co lubisz robić w weekendy?
 

What do you like doing on weekends?

Co czytasz?
 

What are you reading?

Nie wiem co zrobić.
 

I don't know what to do.

Kobieta robi porządki.
 

The woman is doing housework.

Wiem, że jesteś zajęty.
 

I know you're busy.

Nie wiem, co powiedzieć.
 

I don't know what to say.

Bardzo lubię kemping.
 

"I really like camping."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

namiot - "tent"

A very useful noun if you're keen on camping trips is namiot, which means "tent." There are a 
few kinds of tents, and in Polish, their names are:
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1. namiot turystyczny  
"tourist tent" (just the regular kind of tent)

2. namiot wojskowy 
"military tent" (often can be seen during outdoor festivals where you can try some 
good military food)

3. namiot medyczny 
"medical tent"

4. namiot cyrkowy 
"big top," (lit."circus tent")

This masculine noun is also used in many phrases:

1. spać pod namiotem 
"sleep in a tent," (lit."sleep under a tent")

2. urlop pod namiotem 
"holidays in a tent"

3. pole namiotowe  
"campsite," (lit."tent field")

może - "possibly"
 
 
Another very useful word from the dialogue is może, a Polish particle, which means "maybe" 
or "perhaps." In Polish, we often use it as "possibly," just like in the dialogue when Gosia 
asked Alex if he had a tent: Masz może namiot? ("Do you possibly have a tent?")

Another example:

1. Masz może jutro czas? 
"Do you possibly have time tomorrow?"

There's one more word which is pronounced exactly the same as this particle, and it's the 
noun morze, which means "sea." The only difference is in the spelling, so be careful with that!

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is Negative Forms of Basic Verbs 
 
Lubisz kemping? - Nie lubię.  
"Do you like camping? - I don't like it." 
 

So far in this series, we have talked about a few very useful verbs, which are:

1. być  
"to be"

2. mieć 
"to have"

3. lubić 
"to like"

This time, we will learn about using them in their negative forms. Creating negative forms in 
the Polish language is very easy since it requires adding just one word to the verb, and that 
word is nie. It translates into English as "no" or "not."

In the dialogue, when Gosis asked Alex, Masz może namiot? ("Do you possibly have a 
tent?"), he answered with the simple nie mam, which means, "I don't have." Only the particle 
nie was added to the verb mam, the first person singular form of mieć. The same happened 
with the other verbs used in the dialogue:

1. nie lubię 
"I don't like."

2. nie wiem 
"I don't know."

To refresh your memory let's quickly revise the conjugation of the verbs "to be" and "to have"

Być - "to be"

Singular

ja jestem "I am"

ty jesteś "you are"

on jest "he is"
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ona jest "she is"

ono jest "it is"

Plural

my jesteśmy "we are"

wy jesteście "you are"

oni są "they are"

Mieć - "to have"

Singular

ja mam "I have"

ty masz "you have"

on ma "he has"

ona ma "she has"

ono ma "it has"

plural

my mamy "we have"

wy macie "you have"

oni mają "they have"

As we said above, to negate a verb all we have to do is add the particle nie in front of the verb.

First let's practice simple sentences with the verb być ("to be"):

1. Jestem głodny. 
"I'm hungry."

2. Nie jestem głodny. 
"I'm not hungry."
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3. To jest Robert. 
"This is Robert."

4. To nie jest Robert. 
"This isn't Robert."

5. Gosia jest zajęta. 
 "Gosia is busy."

6. Gosia nie jest zajęta. 
"Gosia isn't busy."

7. Ten pies jest brzydki. 
 "This dog is ugly."

8. Ten pies nie jest brzydki. 
"This dog isn't ugly."

Now let's practice negation of the verb mieć ("to have")

1. A: Masz może namiot? 
"Do you possibly have a tent?" 
B: Nie mam. 
"I don't have."

2. A: Masz jutro czas? 
"Do you have time tomorrow?" 
B: Nie mam. 
 "I don't have."

3. A: Masz jakieś hobby? 
"Do you have any hobbies?" 
B: Nie mam. 
"I don't have any."

Language Expansion
 

In one of the sentences above—ten pies jest brzydki ("This dog is ugly.")—we used the 
demonstrative pronoun ten, which means "this" in English.

Just like adjectives and nouns, demonstrative pronouns have gender, so in Polish, we can 
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distinguish three forms, which all mean "this" in English.

1. ten (masculine)

2. ta (feminine)

3. to (neuter)

In Polish, there has to be a gender agreement. Earlier, we discussed agreement between 
nouns and the adjectives that describe them. The same rule applies in the case of 
demonstrative pronouns. So whenever we talk about a masculine noun, we have to use the 
masculine demonstrative pronoun, for example: ten pies ("this dog"), ten samochód ("this 
car"), ten namiot ("this tent").

CULTURAL INSIGHT

International Labor Day and Constitution Day
 

There are two national holidays on the first and the third of May—International Labor Day and 
May Third Constitution Day, which, when talking about the whole weekend, are called 
majówka, or in other words, the May long weekend. There used to be a big celebration on 
Labor Day with compulsory marches in the streets, during which you were supposed to show 
how proud you are of your country and so on.

May third Constitution Day, on the other hand, celebrates the declaration of the Polish 
constitution, which was created in 1791. Here again, in the past, there were much bigger 
celebrations around the country. Now what's left are some special programs on TV or 
speeches of politicians. Now all we do during those days is have fun, go for picnics, go on 
short camping trips, have barbeques, and, on top of this, drink beer, which Poles just love, 
especially during the warmer months of the year. Poles drink and enjoy grilled meat or 
sausages prepared in the garden by a bonfire. During May weekend, there are also many 
attractions organized by cities, such as concerts, games, food tasting, bazaars and so on.
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POLISH

1. Alex: O! Promocja!

2. Gosia: Jaka promocja?

3. Alex: Warzywa i owoce za pół ceny.

4. Gosia: Super! Muszę kupić ziemniaki, jabłka i banany.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Oh! Promotion!

2. Gosia: What promotion?

3. Alex: Vegetables and fruit half price.

4. Gosia: Super! I must buy potatoes, apples, and bananas.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

warzywo vegetable noun neutral

promocja promotion, discount noun feminine

owoc "fruit" noun masculine

pół half

ziemniak "potato" noun masculine

cena price noun feminine

jabłko apple noun neutral
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banan banana noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Papryka, brokuły, cukinia, por, 
marchewka, bakłażan i sałata to 
wszystko warzywa.

 
Peppers, broccoli, zucchini, leeks, carrots, 
eggplants, and lettuce are all vegetables.

Czy pomidor jest owocem, czy 
warzywem?

 
Is a tomato a fruit or a vegetable?

Dziś promocja na banany.
 

"Today there’s a promotion for bananas."

Czy pomidor jest owocem, czy 
warzywem?

 
Is a tomato a fruit or a vegetable?

W supermarkecie są warzywa za pół 
ceny

 
In the supermarket there are half-price 
vegetables.

Ziemniak to warzywo, które je się, w 
Polsce, prawie codziennie.

 
The potato is a vegetable eaten in Poland 
almost every day.

W Polsce ziemniaki kupuje się na 
kilogramy, ale w Japonii na sztuki.

 
In Poland, you can buy potatoes in 
kilograms, but in Japan, you pay by the 
piece.

Polacy zawsze posypują ziemniaki 
znienawidzonym przeze mnie 
koperkiem!

 
Polish people always sprinkle the much-
hated by me dill on potatoes.

Cena tej czekolady jest zbyt wysoka.
 

The price of this chocolate is too high.

To jest dobra cena.
 

That's a good price.

Polskie jabłka są bardzo smaczne.
 

"Polish apples are very tasty."

Banany są bogate w potas.
 

"Bananas are rich in potassium."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Promocja is a noun that you will most often see at supermarkets. Whenever some product is 
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sold by a special price, then it's promocja. It can be translated as "discount" or "promotion" in 
English. Promocja can be a discounted price or any kind of attractive sale. Probably all chain 
supermarkets make so-called gazetka promocyjna (a kind of newsletter) which informs 
customers of this week's or this month's special prices.

Another useful phrase is cena promocyjna, which means "special price" (more attractive than 
regular price).

Pół is the next interesting word which was used in the dialogue. It's a fraction, and it means 
"half" in English. When shopping, a commonly used phrase is za pół ceny, and it means "for 
half price." We often say that something is sold half price, just like in the dialogue: owoce i 
warzywa za pół ceny ("vegetables and fruits half price").

Another useful phrase is pół godziny ("half an hour") or za pół godziny ("in half an hour").

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Vocabulary and Phrases Necessary to do Shopping in Poland 
 
 Muszę kupić ziemniaki, jabłka i banany. 
 "I must buy potatoes, apples and bananas."
 

In this lesson, we will focus on vocabulary and phrases needed when you go shopping in 
Poland. First of all, let's learn a new verb which we heard Gosia using in the dialogue: the 
verb musieć. It's a modal verb that means "must" or "have to" in English. In Polish, we don't 
distinguish must and have to—it's always the same word, musieć. Let's check the conjugation 
of this verb:

Singular

ja muszę "I must"

ty musisz "you must"

on musi "he must"

ona musi "she must"

ono musi "it must"

Plural

my musimy "we must"
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wy musicie "you must"

oni muszą "they must"

The verb musieć is very often used when talking about shopping. If we go shopping together, 
especially for groceries, you will often hear Poles saying Muszę kupić and then listing the 
products he or she needs. Just like in the dialogue, Gosia said muszę kupić ziemniaki, jabłka 
i banany.

Let's break down this sentence. First there's the verb muszę, which is the first person singular 
form of the verb musieć ("have to, must"). Then there's the infinitive verb kupić, which means 
"to buy" in English. Next we have the plural nouns ziemniaki ("potatoes"), jabłka ("apples") 
and banany ("bananas"). Last, two of the nouns, jabłka and banany, are separated with the 
already well-known conjunction i, which means "and." So all together, we have Muszę kupić 
ziemniaki, jabłka i banany ("I have to buy potatoes, apples, and bananas").

Something important to remember is that whenever you use the verb musieć, it's always 
followed by the verb in its infinitive form.

Now let's check names of some "vegetables" (warzywa) and "fruits" (owoce) you will always 
find in any supermarket or grocery store in Poland.

Polish singular Polish plural English singular

ziemniak ziemniaki "potato"

pomidor pomidory "tomato"

jabłko jabłka "apple"

banan banany "banana"

pomarańcza pomarańcze "orange"

mandarynka mandarynki "mandarine"

truskawka truskawki "strawberry"

malina maliny "raspberry"

czereśnia * czereśnie "gean"

ogórek ogórki "cucumber"
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szczypior --- "chives"

marchewka ** marchewki "carrot"

cebula ** cebule "onion"

When talking about fruit, we use the plural form czereśnie, never the singular. Czereśnia 
(singular form) stands for the name of the tree that gives the fruit called czereśnie ("geans").

In the case of names of these two vegetables, the form we will use in the sentence pattern 
we've just learned won't be a plural form, but cebulę and marchewkę (example: muszę kupić 
cebulę).

Names of other products

Polish English

mleko "milk"

chleb "bread"

ryż "rice"

mięso "meat"

masło "butter"

jogurt "joghurt"

Let's practice this sentence pattern:

1. Muszę kupić mleko, chleb i ziemniaki. 
"I have to buy milk, bread, and potatoes."

2. Muszę kupić cebulę, ogórki i pomidory. 
"I have to buy onions, cucumbers, and tomatoes."

3. Muszę kupić jogurt, masło, mleko i mandarynki. 
 "I have buy yogurt, butter, milk, and mandarins.

4. Muszę kupić chleb. 
 "I have to buy bread."
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Language Expansion
 

Another useful verb is potrzebować, which is also very commonly used when talking about 
your shopping list. Potrzebować means "to need." Here's the conjugation of this verb:

Singular

ja potrzebuję "I need"

ty potrzebujesz "you need"

on potrzebuje "he needs"

ona potrzebuje "she needs"

ono potrzebuje "it needs"

Plural

my potrzebujemy "we need"

wy potrzebujecie "you need"

oni potrzebują "they need"

If Gosia used the verb potrzebować, she would say, Potrzebuję ziemniaki, jabłka i banany ("I 
need potatoes, apples, and bananas.")

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Grocery Shopping in Poland
 

In Poland, supermarkets almost always sell vegetables and fruits by the kilogram, which 
means that all prices displayed by the products are applicable to one kilogram. Most of the 
time, in that section, you have to do everything by yourself: choose what and how much you 
want to buy and then use the plastic bags which are there to bag up what you want. Then 
there are two options. In some supermarkets, that's all you do. Later, when you go to the 
cashier, they will weigh the groceries there, and the amount you have to pay will be 
calculated and automatically put into the cash register.

In other supermarkets, you will find scales in the vegetables and fruits section, and you will 
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then have to weigh them by yourself. There will be a display, usually with pictures of all the 
products sold there, so it's enough to just press the correct button. Then the sticker with the 
price and bar code will be printed. You then need to stick it onto the bag which contains your 
fruits or vegetables and continue shopping or head to the cashier. Also, products like meat, 
cheese, cured meat, and fish are sold per kilogram, and all of these will be weighed, cut, and 
packed by supermarket staff.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Dzień dobry. Chcę sprzedać dolary.

2. Clerk: Ile?

3. Alex: 31.

4. Clerk: To będzie 98 złotych.

5. Alex: Dobrze. Dziękuję bardzo. Do widzenia.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Good afternoon. I want to sell dollars.

2. Clerk: How much?

3. Alex: Thirty-one.

4. Clerk: It's going to be ninety-eight zloty.

5. Alex: That's fine. Thank you very much. Goodbye.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

dzień day noun masculine

dolar dollar noun masculine

sprzedawać to sell verb
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dziękować to thank verb

bardzo very much, very adverb

ile
how much, how 

many
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

dobrze well, okay adverb

chcieć to want verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jaki jest dzisiaj dzień?
 

What day is it today?

Jest piękny dzień.
 

It's a beautiful day.

Cały dzień spędziłam na zakupach.
 

I (female) spent the whole day shopping.

Dolar to amerykańska waluta.
 

"The Dollar is the American currency."

Sprzedajesz dom?
 

Are you selling your house?

Chcę sprzedać samochód
 

"I want to sell my car."

Dziękuję za prezent.
 

Thank you for the gift.

Bardzo lubię kawę.
 

I like coffee very much.

Bardzo za tobą tęsknię.
 

I miss you very much.

Ile masz jabłek?
 

How many apples do you have?

Ile to kosztuje?
 

How much is this?

Ile masz wzrostu?
 

How tall are you?

Ile kosztuje kuszetka do Gdyni?
 

How much is the sleeper to Gdynia?

Dobrze.
 

I'm fine.
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Tak, dobrze mówię.
 

Yes, I speak it well.

Nie czuję się dziś dobrze.
 

I'm not feeling well today.

Dobrze się czujesz?
 

Are you feeling well?

Pracownicy biura chcą pączka.
 

The office workers want the donut.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Sprzedawać is a Polish verb which means "to sell" in English. There are many useful verbs 
and nouns that derive from sprzedawać: 
 
Verbs:

1. wyprzedawać 
"to sell out"

2. odsprzedawać 
"to resell"

Nouns:

1. wyprzedaż  
"sale" (meaning attractive prices, discounts)

2. sprzedaż 
"sales"

3. sprzedawca 
"sales clerk" (male)

4. sprzedawczyni 
"sales clerk" (female)

There's also a very interesting phrase commonly used by Poles: sprzedawać się jak świeże 
bułeczki ("to sell like hot cakes"). For example: Telewizory sprzedają się jak świeże bułeczki 
("TV sets sell like hot cakes")

Do widzenia is a phrase that means "goodbye" in English. It's built from two words: do, which 
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means "to" or "until," and widzenia, which means "seeing," so together, we have a phrase that 
means "until (next) seeing / meeting." Another similar phrase is do zobaczenia, which means 
"see you" in English.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning Numbers from Fifty to One Hundred 
 
To będzie 98 złotych. 
"It's going to be ninety-eight zloty."
 

In this lesson, we will continue our study of Polish numbers. So far, we have talked about the 
numbers from one to forty-nine (lessons 8 

Let's do a small review and start from the number "twenty"

dzwadzieścia "twenty"

trzydzieści "thirty"

czterdzieści "forty"

pięćdziesiąt "fifty"

sześćdziesiąt "sixty"

siedemdziesiąt "seventy"

osiemndziesiąt "eighty"

dziewięćdziesiąt "ninety"

sto "one-hundred"

As you can see in the table, the numbers above "twenty" are very easy to learn.

"Thirty" and "forty" are formed with the suffix -dzieści, and all the following numbers, with the 
suffix -dziesiąt, and there are no additional changes. Let's go through them one by one:

1. pięć + dziesiąt = pięćdziesiąt ("fifty")

2. sześć + dziesiąt = sześćdziesiąt ("sixty")
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3. siedem + dziesiąt = siedemdziesiąt ("seventy")

4. osiem + dziesiąt = osiemdziesiąt ("eighty")

5. dziewięć + dziesiąt = dziewięćdziesiąt ("ninety")

In the dialogue, Alex went to a currency exchange office to sell dollars. He had thirty-one 
dollars to exchange into Polish currency. How do we say the number thirty-one? It's 
trzydzieści jeden. Start with trzydzieści, which means "thirty" in English, and then add another 
digit, which, in this case, is jeden, ("one"). Let's quickly review the numbers from one to ten to 
make sure that you remember all of them.

jeden "one"

dwa "two"

trzy "three"

cztery "four"

pięć "five"

sześć "six"

siedem "seven"

osiem "eight"

dziewięć "nine"

dziesięć "ten"

Now it's time to check a few more examples, based on what we've just learned:

1. czterdzieści (40) + jeden (1) = czterdzieści jeden (41)

2. siedemdziesiąt (70) + osiem (8) = siedemdziesiąt osiem (78)

3. dziewięćdziesiąt (90) + dziewięć (9) = dziewięćdziesiąt dziewięć (99) 

4. sześćdziesiąt (60) + dwa (2) = sześćdziesiąt dwa (62)
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For example:

1. A: Ile kosztuje ta koszula? 
"How much is this shirt?" 
B: 76 złotych. (siedemdziesiąt sześć złotych) 
 "Seventy-six zloty"

2. A: Ile masz płyt CD? 
"How many CDs do you have?" 
B: Mam 54 płyty. (pięćdziesiąt cztery płyty) 
"I have fifty-four CDs."

3. A: Ile masz lat? 
 "How old are you?" 
B: Mam 81 lat. (osiemdziesiąt jeden lat) 
 "I'm eighty-one years old."

4. A: Poproszę 100 gram orzechów (sto gram) 
"One-hundred grams of nuts, please" 
B: 22 złote. (dwadzieścia dwa złote) 
"Twenty-two zloty"

 Language Expansion
 

As we have mentioned before, the Polish currency is złoty. Złoty is subdivided into one-
hundred groszy.

Coins Bills

 jeden grosz (1 gr) dziesięć złotych (10 zł)

dwa grosze (2 gr), dwadzieścia złotych (20 zł)

pięć groszy (5 gr) pięćdziesiąt złotych (50 zł)

dziesięć groszy (10 gr) sto złotych (100 zł)

dwadzieścia groszy (20 gr) dwieście złotych (200 zł)

pięćdziesiąt groszy (50 gr)

jeden złoty (1 zł)
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dwa złote (2 zł)

pięć złotych (5 zł)

When you talk about money, you have to pay attention to the ending of złoty and grosz.

Depending on the numbers, the endings of both words will be slightly different. The last digit 
of, for example, a price, is always crucial.

The digits two, three, and four require the forms złote / grosze.

The numbers from five to twenty-one require the form złotych / groszy.

Then twenty-two, twenty-three, and twenty-four again require the form złote / grosze.

And againn from twenty-five to thirty-one, we need to use złotych / groszy

And so on.

Let's have a look at the example from the dialogue. The exchange office clerk said Alex will 
get 98 złotych for the dollars he wanted to sell. As you can see in this case, the ending of the 
currency name is -tych because the digit eight requires this ending. Let's go through a few 
more examples of prices:

1. 102 zł 
sto dwa złote

2. 68 zł 
sześćdziesiąt osiem złotych

3. 54 zł 
pięćdziesiąt cztery złote

4. 10 zł 45 gr 
dziesięć złotych czterdzieści pięć groszy

5. 70 zł 99 gr 
siedemdziesiąt zlotych dziewięćdziesiąt dziewięć groszy

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Exchanging Money
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In Poland, it's not difficult to find currency exchange offices. The Polish word for "currency 
exchange office" is kantor. It's also possible to see the English word "exchange" above the 
entrance. Very often, many offices are located in places often visited by tourists. Every office 
has different exchange rates, so if you're planning to exchange a larger amount, it's best to 
check a few offices to find the one that has the best prices. On the price board, you will see 
currencies listed and prices in two lines. Each of them will be under one of two captions: 
sprzedaż  ("sale") and kupno ("purchase"). You can try your luck in haggling at Polish 
currency exchange offices, especially when you're exchanging a bigger amount; it's worth 
suggesting the rate.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Łał! Ten zamek jest ogromny!

2. Gosia: Podoba ci się?

3. Alex: Jest świetny!

4. Gosia: Ten zamek zbudowali Krzyżacy w 1406.

5. Alex: Ponad 600 lat temu!!

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Wow! This castle is enormous!

2. Gosia: Do you like it?

3. Alex: It's awesome!

4. Gosia: Teutonic Knights built this castle in 1406.

5. Alex: More than six-hundred years ago!!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

lata years noun
non-masculine-

personal

zbudować to build verb

ten this (masculine) pronoun masculine
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świetny great adjective

ogromny huge adjective masculine

ponad more than comparative

temu ago time particle

zamek castle noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ile masz lat?
 

"How old are you?"

Mój tata zbudował ten dom.
 

"My dad built this house."

Ten telewizor jest stary.
 

This TV is old.

Ten film jest świetny!
 

This movie is great!

To jest ogromny pies!
 

"This is a huge dog!"

Ten zamek ma ponad 500 lat.
 

"This castle is more than 500 years old."

5 lat temu miałam długie włosy.
 

"5 years ago I had long hair."

To jest bardzo stary zamek
 

"This is a very old castle."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

ogromny - "huge"
 

 
One of the adjectives used in the dialogue is ogromny. This masculine adjective means 
"huge" in English. Its feminine form is ogromna, and the neuter form is ogromne. The root 
word of ogromny is the noun ogrom, which means a big amount or size of something and can 
be translated into "hugeness" or "greatness." 
 
 
świetny - "great/splendid"
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Another adjective we have heard in the dialogue is świetny. Of course the form given is 
masculine. The other forms are śwetna (feminine) and świetne (neuter). This adjective means 
"great, splendid" in English. It's a very commonly used word among young generations. 
Another form, which is very popular among Poles, is the adverb świetnie. Whenever you're 
irritated or unhappy about something, the natural reaction is Świetnie! But then you must 
remember to use the correct intonation, which will make it obvious to the listener that you're 
unhappy. If your intonation is not correct, this word will imply that you are happy instead. 
 
 
Zamek 

 

Zamek is a masculine noun with more than one meaning. The one that was mentioned in the 
dialogue is "castle." Other English nouns which are also translated into the Polish word 
zamek are "lock" and "zipper."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is the Numbers from Two-hundred to One-thousand 
 
Ponad 600 lat temu!! 
"More than 600 years ago!!"
 

As you have already noticed, counting in Polish is rather easy and straightforward. In this 
lesson, we will continue the study of Polish numbers.

dwieście "two-hundred"

trzysta "three-hundred"

czterysta "four-hundred"

pięśset "five-hundred"

sześćset "six-hundred"

siedemset "seven-hundred"

osiemset "eight-hundred"

dziewięćset "nine-hundred"
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tysiąc "one-thousand"

The first three—dwieście ("two-hundred"), trzysta ("three-hundred"), and czterysta ("four-
hundred")—are a little irregular, so the only thing you can do is memorize them, but for the 
rest, there's a pattern. As long as you've mastered smaller numbers, you will have no 
problems with counting to one-thousand. All hundreds above four-hundred end with the suffix 
-set. So we have:

pięć + set = pięćset (500)

sześć + set = sześćset (600)

siedem + set = siedemset (700)

osiem + set = osiemset (800)

dziewięć + set = dziewięćset (900)

When creating numbers like 170 or 537, just like in English, you just need to put the 
component numbers together. For example, 170 is made from sto, which means "one 
hundred," and siedemdziesiąt, which means "seventy." Then 537 will be pięćset trzydzieści 
siedem. Let's go through a few more examples:

1. 862 - osiemset sześćdziesiąt dwa

2. 199 - sto dziewięćdziesiąt dziewięć

3. 481 - czterysta osiemdziesiąt jeden

4. 665 - sześćset sześćdziesiąt pięć

5. 232 - dwieście trzydzieści dwa

In the dialogue, Alex and Gosia were talking about a Teutonic Knights' castle, which was built 
six-hundred years before. How did Alex say that in Polish? It was Ponad 600 lat temu! ("More 
thansix-hundred years ago"). Let's break down the sentence. The first component is the 
preposition ponad, which means "more than," and then we have the number 600 (sześćset). 
Next there's lat, which is the declined form of the noun lata, meaning "years," and lastly, temu, 
which means "ago." All together, we have Ponad 600 (sześćset) lat temu.

1. Mam 234 (dwieście trzydzieści cztery) płyty CD. 
 "I have 234 CDs."
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2. 222 (dwieście dwadzieścia dwa) to moja ulubiona liczba. 
 "222 is my favorite number."

3. Ten ser waży 460 (czterysta sześćdziesiąt) gram. 
"This cheese weighs 460 grams."

4. Ta książka ma 1893 (tysiąc osiemset dziewięćdziesiąt trzy) strony. 
 "This book has 1,893 pages."

5. Mój tata dostał rachunek telefoniczny na 612 (sześćset dwanaście) złotych! 
"My dad got 612 zloty phone bill."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Malbork Castle
 

In the small town of Malbork in northern Poland, there is one of thirteen Polish sites which are 
on the UNESCO World Heritage List: Malbork Castle—built in 1406 by Teutonic Knights. The 
castle is the largest brick building in all of Europe. The tour around the castle takes roughly 
three hours and can be done in a group, together with a guide, or with an audio guide, which 
is available in many foreign languages. The castle's museum organizes many exhibitions 
through the year and also a few annual events. The most spectacular is the Siege of Malbork. 
It's a four-day outdoor spectacle, the largest in Europe. The event is rich in all that can make 
us more familiar with a knight's life: workshops, archery, lance and sword tournaments, 
medieval cuisine, fashion, and plebeian games and dances. The main attraction is the siege 
of the castle, during which you can see the Polish king, knights on horses, amazing sword 
fights, some siege machines in use, fires, explosions, and much more. Malbork Castle is 
definitely a place no one should miss while visiting Poland.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Co to za park?

2. Gosia: To Bałowieski Park Narodowy.

3. Alex: I żyją tutaj żubry. Co jest większe? Żubr czy bizon?

4. Gosia: Żubr i bizon są podobne,ale żubr jest wyższy.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: What park is that?

2. Gosia: It's Bialowieza National Park.

3. Alex: And wisents live here. Which one is bigger? Wisents or bison?

4. Gosia: Wisents and bison are similar, but wisents are taller.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

park park noun masculine

żyć to live verb

narodowy national adjective masculine

bizon bison noun masculine

żubr wisent noun masculine

większy bigger adjective masculine

wyższy taller adjective masculine
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podobny similar adjective masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ojciec przychodzi do parku.
 

"The father is arriving at the park."

W Polsce żyją około 1224 żubry.
 

"Around 1,224 wisents live in Poland."

To jest ogromny park narodowy.
 

"It’s a huge national park."

Bizon to największe zwierzę Ameryki 
Północnej.

 
"The bison is the biggest animal in North 
America."

Żubr żyje w Polsce i na Białorusi.
 

"Wisents live in Poland and Belarus."

Czy bizon jest większy niż żubr?
 

"Are bisons bigger than wisents?"

Mój brat jest wyższy od mojego taty.
 

"My brother is taller than my dad."

Nie jesteś podobny do mamy
 

"You’re not similar to your mom."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Park is a masculine noun, and it's easy to guess the meaning of this Polish word, since it's 
exactly the same as the English "park." There are a few phrases with the word park:

1. park krajobrazowy 
"landscape park"

2. park narodowy 
"national park"

3. park miejski  
"urban park"

A noun that derives from park is another noun, parking, which means "parking lot" in English. 
Then we also have the verb parkować, meaning "to park."
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Another very common and useful word used in the dialogue was the verb żyć, which means 
"to live" in English. Words linked to żyć are:

1. życie 
"life"

2. przeżyć  
"survive, experience"

3. odżyć 
"revive"

There are also many sayings with this verb; a few of the more popular ones are:

1. żyć z dnia na dzień 
"to live from day to day"

2. żyć jak pies z kotem 
"lead a cat-and-dog life"

3. żyć na kocią łapę 
"to shack up"

Żubr is the Polish name for an animal called the "wisent," which is also known as the 
"European bison". Żubr is not only the name of the animal, but also a beer brand, with the 
characteristic picture of a "wisent" on the label. Another kind of alcohol connected with żubr is 
Żubrówka, an herb vodka which is produced from a special kind of grass. That grass is the 
food of the żubr and also called żubrówka.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning How to Grade Adjectives 
 
 Co jest większe? Żubr czy bizon? 
 "Which one is bigger? Wisent or bison?" 
 

In lesson seven of this series, we started studying Polish adjectives. If you don't remember it 
well, please go back to that lesson because that knowledge will be very useful now.

As you know, we have two kinds of adjectives in Polish, and we can call them i-adjectives 
(because they end with the vowel -i) and y-adjectives (ending with the vowel -y).
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We will focus on y-adjectives in this lesson. Grading adjectives in Polish isn't very difficult in 
most cases and follows a certain rule. Let's check it out:

Polish dictionary 
form (Masculine)

Polish comparative
(Masculine)

Polish superlative 
(Masculine)

English adjective 
dictionary form

ładny ładniejszy najładniejszy "pretty"

piękny piękniejszy najpiękniejszy "beautiful"

zimny zimniejszy najzimniejszy "cold"

trudny trudniejszy najtrudniejszy "difficult"

smaczny smaczniejszy najsmaczniejszy "tasty"

smutny smutniejszy najsmutniejszy "sad"

All the forms given in the table are masculine forms (ending with the vowel -y ). Please note 
that if you want to use the feminine form, change the last letter into -a, and for neuter form, 
change it into -e (for review, please go back to lesson seven).

To make a comparative form of the y-adjective ends with -ny, we have to change the last 
vowel -y into -i and then add -ejszy, just like we did with all the adjectives listed in the table 
above.

When it comes to the superlative form, the only thing you need to do is add the prefix naj- to 
the comparative form.

There are also a few exceptions to that rule, which you can see in the table below:

Polish dictionary 
form
(Masculine)

Polish comparative
(Masculine)

Polish superlative
(Masculine)

English dictionary 
form
 

dobry lepszy najlepszy "good"

zły gorszy najgorszy "bad"

mały mniejszy najmniejszy "small"

duży większy największy "big"

wesoły weselszy najweselszy "cheerful"
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ciepły cieplejszy najcieplejszy "warm"

In the dialogue, Gosia and Alex talk about the Polish native animal called żubr ("wisent") and 
American bison. Alex asked Gosia - Co jest większe? ("Which is bigger?"). Let's break down 
this question. Co is a Polish pronoun, which stands for the English "what", then jest ("it is"), the 
verb być conjugated to the third person singular and at the end the neuter adjective większe 
in it's comparative form. Altogether Co jest większe?, "What is bigger?"

Let's practice more:

1. Mój pokój jest ładniejszy. 
 "My room is prettier."

2. To jest najsmaczniejszy deser na świecie! 
 "It's the tastiest dessert in the world!"

3. Czy żubr jest większy niż bizon? 
"Wisent is bigger than bison."

4. Najtrudniejszy przedmiot to fizyka. 
 "The most difficult subject is physics."

5. Jutrzejszy egzamin będzie trudniejszy. 
"Tomorrow's exam will be more difficult."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Europe's Biggest Animal
 

Wisents are the biggest animal in Europe and can only be found in Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, 
and Latvia. In Poland, it lives in the biggest and the oldest national park, which is called 
Białowieski Park Narodowy. It protects the natural environment of wisents, which is 
Białowieża Forest, an ancient woodland located both in Poland and Ukraine, and in 1979, it 
was put on UNESCO's World Heritage List. Wisents belong to the same family as American 
bisons, but the shape of their body is slightly different. Wisents have bigger horns. In 
Białowieski National Park there are around 500 wisents living and if you're lucky you can see 
them, but since adult wisents feel like the lords of the forests, the only reaction you can get 
from them is an ostentatious indifference. They're one of the few animals never to be tamed 
by a human.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Co to za budynek?

2. Gosia: To Sky Tower, najwyższy budynek w Polsce.

3. Alex: W którym mieście?

4. Gosia: We Wrocławiu.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: What building is that?

2. Gosia: It's Sky Tower, the tallest building in Poland.

3. Alex: In which city?

4. Gosia: In Wroclaw.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

Polska Poland noun feminine

budynek building noun masculine

najwyższy the tallest
adjective 

(superlative) masculine

w in preposition

miasto city noun neutral

to this, it pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Mój brat wraca do Polski.
 

My brother is coming back to Poland.

W tym budynku był wczoraj pożar.
 

There was a fire in this building yesterday.

Ten budynek to mój dom.
 

"This building is my house."

To jest najwyższy budynek w mieście.
 

"This is the tallest building in the city."

Mieszkam w Berlinie.
 

I live in Berlin.

Jeszcze nie byłam w Polsce.
 

I haven't been in Poland yet.

Jestem w sklepie.
 

I am in the store.

To miasto jest piękne.
 

This city is beautiful.

Moja babcia mi to dała.
 

My grandmother gave me this.

Co to jest?
 

What's this?

To jest przepyszne.
 

It's delicious.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Miasto is a Polish neuter noun meaning "city" or "town" in English. In Polish, we don't 
distinguish towns and cities—the one word labeling both is miasto. The adjective that derives 
from this noun is miejski, which means "urban," like in the phrase park miejski ("urban park"). 
Phrases that use the noun miasto are:

1. mieszkać w mieście  
"to live in a city"

2. plan miasta 
"city map"

3. jechać do miasta 
"go / drive to the city / city center"

4. jechać na miasto 
"go / drive to the city center"
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When we say that we go to the city, we often mean the city center—not the city itself. 
 
 
 
Budynek (masculine noun) means "building" in English. "To build" or "to construct" means 
budować in Polish. Also, a "construction site" is called budowa and is a feminine noun.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning How to Grade Polish Adjectives 
 
To Sky Tower, najwyższy budynek w Polsce. 
"It's Sky Tower, the tallest building in Poland."
 

In the last lesson, we talked about the grading of y-adjectives. In this lesson, we will move on 
and learn how to grade i-adjectives.

Below, you will find the table with i-adjectives and their comparative and superlative forms 
(Please note that all given the forms are masculine forms):

Polish dictionary 
form Polish comparative Polish superlative

English dictionary 
form

brzydki brzydszy najbrzydszy "ugly"

krótki krótszy najkrótszy "short"

słodki słodszy najsłodszy "sweet"

ciężki cięższy najcięższy "heavy"

wysoki wyższy najwyższy "tall"

niski niższy najniższy "short, low"

lekki lżejszy najlżejszy "light"

głupi głupszy najgłupszy "stupid"

tani tańszy najtańszy "cheap"

długi dłuższy najdłuższy "long"

drogi droższy najdroższy "expensive"
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As you can see in the table above, the comparative forms always end with the suffix -szy, and 
the superlatives start with the prefix naj-. Unfortunately, in the case of i-adjectives, there are 
some irregularities when forming the comparative. All you can do is memorize them. After 
mastering the comparative form, forming the superlative is easy. All you have to do is add the 
prefix naj-.

In the dialogue, when Alex asked, Co to za budynek? ("What building is that?"), Gosia said, 
To Sky Tower, najwyższy budynek w Polsce. The pronoun to means "it" or "this" in English. 
Sky Tower is the name of the building, and then we have the adjective najwyższy, which is a 
superlative form of the adjective wysoki, meaning "tall" or "high." The next word in the 
sentence is the masculine noun budynek, meaning "building," and then the preposition w, 
meaning "in," and lastly, the noun Polsce, which means "Poland" in English.

Another very similar structure that can be used without any question asked beforehand is, Sky 
Tower to najwyższy budynek w Polsce. ("Sky Tower is the tallest building in Poland.") As you 
can see, all we did here is change the places of the pronoun to and the building's name, Sky 
Tower.

Let's practice this structure:

1. Sky Tower to najwyższy budynek w Polsce. 
 "Sky Tower is the tallest building in Poland."

2. Tatry to najwyższe góry w Polsce. 
 "The Tatra mountains are the highest mountains in Poland."

3. Wisła to najdłuższa rzeka w Polsce. 
 "The Vistula is the longest river in Poland."

Language Expansion 
 

When comparing two things in Poland, a word that comes in handy is niż, a conjunction, that 
in English means "than." The usage is very similar to the English "than." Even the word order 
is the same as in English. Let's see a few examples. Of course the grade we will use here is 
comparative.

1. Moja sukienka jest ładniejsza niż twoja.  
"My dress is prettier than yours."

2. Cena domu jest wyższa niż cena mieszkania.  
"The price of the house is higher than the price of an apartment."
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3. To ciasto jest słodsze niż myślałem.  
"This cake is sweeter than I thought."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Sky Tower
 

Sky Tower is a skyscraper located in Wrocław. Wrocław is the largest city in western Poland 
and is located in Lower Silesian Voivodeship. Sky Tower's construction started in 2007 and 
finished in 2012. It's 212 meters tall, making it the tallest building in Poland and the tallest 
residential building in the European Union, and together with the other six buildings at the 
site, covers 260,000 square meters. The complex consists of residential apartments, offices, 
and a shopping center, which in Polish is called galeria handlowa. It contains more than 
eighty of the most popular brand-name shops in Poland, plus a supermarket, restaurants, 
cafes, spa, and fitness club. You can also find Banda Club there, which is the largest billiard 
club in Poland.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Czy polska zima jest ciepła?

2. Gosia: Nie. Jest zimna. Najzimniejszy miesiąc to styczeń.

3. Alex: A jaka jest jesień?

4. Gosia: Jesień jest deszczowa i wietrzna.

5. Alex: To nie brzmi dobrze.

6. Gosia: Nie martw się. Codziennie gorąca herbata i ciepła kurtka wystarczą.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Is the winter in Poland warm?

2. Gosia: No. It's cold. The coldest month is January.

3. Alex: And what is autumn like?

4. Gosia: Autumn is rainy and windy.

5. Alex: It doesn't sound good.

6. Gosia: Don't worry. Hot tea and warm jackets every day are enough to 
keep you warm.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender
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codziennie every day adverb

jesień autumn, fall noun feminine

zima winter noun feminine

ciepły warm adjective masculine

najzimniejszy the coldest superlative adjective masculine

deszczowy rainy adjective masculine

wietrzny windy adjective masculine

kurtka jacket noun feminine

herbata tea noun feminine

zimny cold adjective masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jutro idę wcześnie spać.
 

I'm going to bed early tomorrow.

Codzinnie uprawiam jogę.
 

I practice yoga every day.

Jesień jest deszczowa.
 

"Autumn is rainy."

Zima to moja ulubiona pora roku.
 

Winter is my favorite season.

Lubię ten koc, bo jest ciepły.
 

"I like this blanket, because it’s warm."

Najzimniejszy miesiąc w Polsce to luty.
 

"The coldest month in Poland is February."

Lubię deszczowe dni.
 

"I like rainy days."

Załóż kurtkę, bo na dworze jest zimno.
 

"Put on your jacket, because it's cold 
outside."

Moja herbata jest zimna.
 

My tea is cold.

Zmarznięty człowiek stara się rozgrzać.
 

"The cold man is struggling to stay warm."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE
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gorący - "hot"
 

One of the many adjectives used in the dialogue was gorący, which means "hot" in English. 
Gorący is the masculine form. The feminine form is gorąca, and the neuter form is gorące. 
Gorący can be also used towards a person, the same as in case of the English "hot," for 
example, "hot guy" (gorący facet), or "hot girl" (gorąca dziewczyna).

There are also a few sayings that make good use of the adjective. Let's take a look at the most 
common ones:

1. kuć żelazo, póki gorące 
"Strike while the iron is hot."

2. w gorącej wodzie kąpany 
"jump the gun" or "hot-headed," literally, "take a bath in hot water"

3. przyłapany na gorącym uczynku 
"caught in the act," literally, "caught in the hot act"

zimny - "cold"
 

The adjective that has the opposite meaning to "hot" is zimny, which means "cold" in English. 
Other Polish words that have the same root are the adverb zimno, the noun zima, meaning 
"winter," and the adjective zimowy, meaning "winter-like."

Here are a few examples of the usage of this adjective:

1. zimny dzień  
"cold day"

2. ale zimno! 
"cold!" (whenever you feel cold)

3. zimno mi. 
"I'm cold."

4. zimnica 
"super duper cold" (a colloquial noun to use when zimno is not enough.)

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is Adjective Review 
 
 Jesień jest deszczowa i wietrzna. 
 "Autumn is rainy and windy."
 

This lesson will be a good chance for you to revise everything you've learned so far about 
Polish adjectives. The topic of the dialogue was weather in Poland, so let's start off with 
adjectives connected to the weather.

Polish English

pogodny "fine"

słoneczny "sunny"

pochmurny* "cloudy"

zachmurzony** "cloudy"

wietrzny "windy"

ciepły "warm"

upalny "scorching"

zimny "cold"

chłodny "cool"

mroźny "frosty"

przyjemny "fine, nice"

* Pochmurny can be used to describe a day or a sky

** Zachmurzony can be used to describe a sky only

In the dialogue, Alex and Gosia were talking about weather in Poland. Gosia said that autumn 
is rainy and windy. The Polish phrase goes like this: jesień jest deszczowa i wietrzna. The first 
component of  the sentence is the noun jesień, which means "autumn" in English. It is 
followed by the verb jest ("it is"), which is the verb być, conjugated in the third person singular 
here. Next comes the feminine adjective deszczowa, which means "rainy," and then i, which 
means "and," and lastly, another feminine adjective, wietrzna, which means "windy." All 
together, we have, Jesień jest deszczowa i wietrzna. ("Autumn is rainy and windy"). So why 
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are both adjectives in their feminine forms? It's because the noun they describe, jesień 
("autumn") is a feminine noun. Adjectives and nouns have to agree when it comes to gender, 
which means that if the noun is masculine, for example, the adjective describing it also has to 
be in masculine form.

In the table below, you will find the names of seasons in Polish.

Polish "English"

wiosna "spring"

lato "summer"

jesień "autumn"

zima "winter"

Let's practice:

1. Jesień jest deszczowa i wietrzna. 
"Autumn is rainy and windy."

2. Lato w Polsce jest słoneczne. 
"Summer in Poland is sunny."

3. Pogodny dziś dzień. 
"It's a fine day today."

 Language Expansion
 

In the last two lessons, you've learned how to grade adjectives in Polish. As you remember, 
the comparative forms end with the suffix -szy, and superlative forms are created by adding 
prefix naj- to the comparative form. When comparing, there's very useful phrase in Polish—niż 
myslałem—which can be translated as "than I thought." Here, you need to use the 
comparative form of the adjective. Let's see this in sentences:

1. Ten pociąg jest szybszy niż myślałem. 
"This train is faster than I thought."

2. To danie jest smaczniejsze niż myślałam. 
 "This dish is tastier than I thought."
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As you may have noticed, the ending of the verb myśleć is different in both sentences. In the 
first one, it's a man speaking, so the ending is the masculine -em, whereas in the second 
sentence, it's a woman speaking, so the end of the verb is -am.

Some useful phrases that will come in handy when using the superlative form of adjectives 
are ...na świecie, which means "...in the world" and ...ze wszystkich, which means "...of all"

For example:

1. To najsmaczniejsze lody na świecie. 
 "It's the tastiest ice-cream in the world."

2. To najpiękniejszy park na świecie. 
"It's the most beautiful park in the world."

3. To najsmaczniejsze lody ze wszystkich. 
 "It's the tastiest ice cream of all."

4. To najtańsza gra ze wszystkich. 
 "It's the cheapest game of all."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Poland's Climate
 

Like everywhere in Poland, the climate has been changing in the past few years and can be 
surprising sometimes. In 2013, for example, there was snow and temperatures below zero at 
the end of March, during Easter. The climate is oceanic in the northern part of Poland—
coming from the Atlantic ocean, and continental in the south—coming from the direction of 
mainland Russia and Asia.

The climate in northern Poland is under a stronger influence from the oceanic weather-front, 
which is warmer and more humid than the cold, dry air of Russia. The two weather fronts have 
also been known to collide in parts of Poland. If you're not fond of winter and the cold, the best 
time to visit Poland is from June to September. Winter usually lasts until February, which is the 
coldest month of the year. It gradually becomes spring. March and April are very often a mix of 
winter and summer. There are even two sayings about it. One is w marcu jak w garncu, which 
can be translated as, "In March, it's the same as in the pot," meaning that everything is being 
mixed when we boil something, just like in March when we get a mix of wintery and summery 
days. The other is, kwiecień plecień poprzeplata, trochę zimy, trochę lata - "April is a mixture 
of winter and summer."
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Then, the weather in September slowly takes us into autumn. Sometimes it's rainy and cold, 
sometimes sunny and nice. In this case, the season is often called polska złota jesień ("Polish 
golden autumn"), because of the red, yellow, and most prominently, golden color of the 
leaves. The most beautiful month to visit Poland, however, is May.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Pierwszy raz jem zupę z buraków.

2. Gosia: Smakuje ci?

3. Alex: Bardzo! Jak się nazywa ta zupa?

4. Gosia: Barszcz. Pierogi też jesz pierwszy raz?

5. Alex: Nie. Pierogi jem drugi raz.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: This is the first time I've ever eaten a soup made of beetroot.

2. Gosia: Do you like it?

3. Alex: Very much! What's the name of this soup?

4. Gosia: Barszcz. Are you eating pierogi for the first time too?

5. Alex: No. This is the second time I have eaten pierogi.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

pierwszy first adjective masculine

jeść to eat verb

drugi second numeral, adjective masculine

długi long adjective masculine
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burak beetroot noun masculine

zupa soup noun feminine

pierogi dumplings noun
non-masculine-

personal

barszcz beetroot soup

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Na mój pierwszy bal przebierańców 
przebrałam się za Noc.

 
"For my first dress-up party I dressed up as 
The Night."

Codziennie jem śniadanie.
 

I eat breakfast every day.

Czy możesz jeść polskie jedzenie?
 

Can you eat Polish food?

Kupili drugi dom na Hawajach.
 

They bought a second house in Hawaii.

Drugie danie to schabowy.
 

"The second course is pork chops."

Źle wyglądam,bo płaszcz jest za długi.
 

"I look bad, because my coat is too long."

Mój kolega ma długi nos.
 

"My friend has a long nose."

Burak to polskie warzywo
 

"Beetroot is a Polish vegetable."

Ta zupa jest zimna.
 

"This soup is cold."

Pierogi to bardzo tradycyjne danie.
 

Dumplings are a very traditional dish.

Tak, szczególnie uwielbiam pierogi.
 

Yes, I especially love pierogi.

Tak, szczególnie uwielbiam barszcz.
 

Yes, I especially love beetroot soup.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Barszcz is a kind of very traditional Polish soup made from beetroot. In English, it can be 
translated as "beetroot soup" or borscht, which is derived from the Ukrainian language. 
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Barszcz is a masculine noun, and it doesn't have a plural form. Let's go through a few phrases 
with the word:

1. barszcz czerwony  
"red beetroot soup" (regular version)

2. barszcz biały 
"white beetroot soup" (another name for the traditional sour rye soup—żurek)

3. barszcz ukraiński 
"Ukrainian beetroot soup" (containing beans)

4. gotować barszcz 
"to cook beetroot soup"

5. jeść barszcz 
"to eat beetroot soup"

There's also a very popular saying that goes like this: tani jak barszcz. It literally means 
"cheap as beetroot soup" and can be used in situations when something is extremely cheap. 
If you see the price of some item and think that it's very cheap, that is the best moment to say 
tani jak barszcz. 

Pierogi is another Polish dish that can be translated as "dumplings." It's a dough stuffed with 
various fillings. Pierogi is a plural noun, whereas the singular form is pieróg, but, except for 
the dictionary definition, it's basically never used in everyday life. There are a few kinds of 
pierogi, depending on what they're stuffed with, so let's go through them:

1. pierogi z mięsem  
"dumplings with (minced) meat"

2. pierogi z kapustą  
"dumplings with sauerkraut"

3. pierogi z kapustą i grzybami 
"dumplings with sauerkraut and wild mushrooms"

4. pierogi ruskie 
"Russian dumplings" (stuffed with potatoes-cottage cheese paste)

5. pierogi z jagodami  
"dumplings with bilberries"

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is Polish Ordinal Numbers 

 Pierwszy raz jem zupę z buraków. 
 "It's the first time for me to eat soup made of beetroot." 
 

In this lesson, we will focus on Polish ordinal numbers. In the dialogue, Gosia and Alex met 
again, this time to try some Polish food and Alex happened to eat Polish beetroot soup, called 
barszcz, for the first time in his life. He said, pierwszy raz jem zupę z buraków. Let's start off 
with breaking down this sentence. The first component is the numeral pierwszy, which means 
"first" in English. It's followed by raz, which means "time," and then there's the verb jem, the 
first person singular form of the verb jeść ("to eat"), and next, zupę, which is the noun zupa 
("soup") in accusative case (We will talk in detail about this case in the next series). The next 
component is the preposition z, which in this case means "from," and lastly, buraków, the 
genitive form of the noun burak, meaning "beetroot." All together, we have, pierwszy raz jem 
zupę z buraków - "It's the first time for me to eat a soup of beetroot."

Now let's have a look at the table below where you will find a list of Polish numerals.

Please remember that all the forms given are masculine.

Polish English

pierwszy "first"

drugi "second"

trzeci "third"

czwarty "forth"

piąty "fifth"

szósty "sixth"

siódmy "seventh"

ósmy "eighth"

dziewiąty "ninth"

dziesiąty "tenth"
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In lesson ten of this series, you learned how to give dates. All of you who mastered that skill 
must have noticed ordinal numbers when talking about how many times we did something. 
They are exactly the same as when talking about dates (just like in English).

Since you have learned the numerals up to thirty-one, let's check the following ones.

Polish English

czterdziesty "fortieth"

pięćdziesiąty "fiftieth"

sześćdziesiąty "sixtieth"

siedemdziesiąty "seventieth"

osiemdziesiąty "eightieth"

dziewięćdziesiąty "ninetieth"

setny "hundredth"

The bigger numerals aren't used very often, except for in situations when we want to show our 
irritation. For example, when we told someone to do something, but the person didn't, then we 
can say, for example, proszę cię już setny raz! ("I'm asking you hundredth time already!")

In the dialogue, there was one more sentence that made use of a cardinal number: pierogi też 
jesz pierwszy raz?, "Are you eating pierogi for the first time too?" Here, the food mentioned is 
pierogi, in other words, dumplings with some specific filling. Then the next word in that 
sentence was też, which means "too" or "also" in English. Next, we have jesz, the second 
person singular form of jeść, meaning "to eat," and lastly, pierwszy raz, which means "first 
time."

Let's see a few more examples:

1. Pierwszy raz jem zupę z buraków. 
 "It's the first time I eat a soup from beetroot."

2. Pierwszy raz jestem w Polsce. 
 "It's the first time I'm in Poland."

3. Już trzeci raz idę dziś po zakupy. 
 "It's already the third time I'm going shopping today."
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4. A: Widziałeś kiedyś żubra? 
 "Have you ever seen a wisent?" 
B: Nie, to pierwszy raz. 
 "No, it's the first time."

Language Expansion
 

As we've mentioned before, ordinal numbers can also be used to emphasize your irritation 
with the fact that you have to do something more than once. In this case the word już, which 
means "already," comes in handy. Just like one of the examples above, we said już trzeci raz 
- "already three times." When you do something again and you're not happy about it, just say 
już, and then use the correct ordinal number. Then add raz and finish with the action.

For example:

1. Już trzeci raz próbuję uczyć się polskiego. 
"It's already the third time I'm trying to learn Polish."

2. Już drugi raz pytam czy masz czas wieczorem. 
 "It's already the second time I'm asking you if you have time this evening."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Traditional Polish Meals
 

Traditional Polish dinners consist of soup, as the first course, followed by the main course, 
which is usually a meat dish. In Poland, traditional cuisine soups are very important, and 
there's a great variety to choose from. The most popular soups are barszcz, or "beetroot 
soup," which was mentioned in the dialogue and which you will find on the Christmas table in 
most Polish houses, often with boiled eggs, or clear, in a mug, to drink. Another soup which is 
a little bit special is żurek, "sour rye soup," very often served for Easter breakfast. It's usually 
the base for many Polish soups in chicken stock. There are many other very traditional soups 
which are still prepared in Polish houses, for example, ogórkowa (the main ingredients are 
"cucumber pickles"), szczawiowa ("sorrel soup"), rosół ("clear chicken soup"), kapuśniak ("the 
base is sauerkraut and cabbage"), grzybowa ("wild mushrooms soup"), and koperkowa 
("vegetable soup" with a large amount of dill).
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POLISH

1. Alex: Muszę kupić nowe słuchawki.

2. Gosia: Sprawdź na allegro.

3. Alex: Nie lubię aukcji.

4. Gosia: Ale na allegro jest taniej. Patrz! Można kupić za 56 złotych!

5. Alex: Tanio! Ale teraz chodźmy na spacer. Jest ładna pogoda.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: I have to buy new headphones.

2. Gosia: Check Allegro.

3. Alex: I don't like auctions.

4. Gosia: But on Allegro it's cheaper. Look! You can get one for fifty-six zloty!

5. Alex: Cheap! But now, let's go for a walk. It's nice weather.

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

lubić to like verb

słuchawki headphones noun
non-masculine-

personal

aukcja auction noun feminine
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kupić to buy verb

pogoda weather noun feminine

ładny pretty adjective masculine

teraz now adverb

taniej cheaper
adjective  

(comparative) 

tanio cheap adjective

potrzebować to need verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Lubię lody czekoladowe.
 

I like chocolate ice-cream.

Lubię jeść słodycze.
 

I like to eat sweets.

Dziewczyna słucha muzyki przez 
słuchawki.

 
"The girl is listening to music with 
headphones."

Lubię polskie aukcje Alleg
 

"I like Polish auctions Allegro."

Chciałbym ci kupić prezent.
 

I (male) would like to buy you a gift.

Jest piękna pogoda, więc chodźmy na 
spacer.

 
The weather is wonderful, so let's go for a 
walk.

Ta pogoda jest straszna.
 

This weather is horrible.

Dzisiaj jest piękna pogoda.
 

Today the weather is beautiful.

Ta sukienka jest bardzo ładna.
 

This dress is very pretty.

To zdjęcie jest bardzo ładne.
 

This picture is very pretty.

Teraz nie mam czasu.
 

"Now I don't have time."

Tu jest taniej niż w tamtym sklepie
 

"It’s cheaper here than in the other shop"
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Ale tu tanio!
 

"It’s so cheap here!"

Potrzebujesz czegoś ze sklepu?
 

Do you need anything from the 
supermarket?

Potrzebujesz ten zeszyt?
 

"Do you need this notebook?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Słuchawki is a non-masculine personal noun which means "headphones" in English. When 
used in its plural form, it means headphones only, but in the singular form--słuchawka--it 
refers to a landline phone's or intercom's receiver.

Słuchawki is derived from the verb słuchać, which means "to listen" in English.

1. słuchawki douszne 
"earphones"

2. słuchawki nauszne 
"headphones"

3. słuchawki bezprzewodowe 
 "wireless headphones"

Chodźmy na... is an interesting phrase that can be used in many different situations. Chodźmy 
means "let's go," whereas chodźmy na... can mean in English "let's go for/to." It's very often 
used when you want to go and eat something, for example:

1. chodźmy na spacer 
"let's go for a walk"

2. chodźmy na lody 
"let's go out for ice-cream"

3. chodźmy na obiad 
"let's go out for dinner"

4. chodźmy na piwo 
"let's go out for beer"
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5. chodźmy na plażę 
"let's go to the beach"

6. chodźmy na rower 
"let's go out to ride a bicycle"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Review of Material from Lessons 14 through 21 
 
Można kupić za 56 złotych! 
"You can get one for fifty-six zloty!" 
 

The focus of this lesson is reviewing all you've learned in the previous lessons, so let's go 
through the most important grammar points to refresh your memory.

1. Talking about your hobby

Use the phrase moje hobby to.. ("my hobby is..") and add your name of interest.

For example:

1. Moje hobby to wędkarstwo. 
"My hobby is fishing."

2. Moje hobby to malowanie. 
"My hobby is drawing."

2. Negative forms of the verbs być ("to be"), mieć ("to have"), and lubić ("to like")

To create negative forms of the verbs, just add the particle nie in front of the verb.

For example:

1. Nie jestem głodny.  
"I'm not hungry."

2. Nie mam teraz czasu. 
"I don't have time now."
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3. Nie lubię sprzątać. 
"I don't like cleaning."

4. Nie lubię aukcji. 
"I don't like auctions."

3. Talking about your shopping list

For this, you will make a good use of two verbs: musieć ("have to, must") and potrzebować.

When using the modal verb musieć, it has to be followed by the infinitive form of another verb, 
in this case, kupić, meaning "to buy."

For example:

1. Muszę kupić ryż i chleb. 
"I have to buy rice and bread."

2. Muszę kupić mleko i ziemniaki. 
 "I have to buy milk and potatoes."

3. Muszę kupić nowe słuchawki. 
 "I have to buy new headphones."

When using the verb potrzebować, just add the product you need.

For example:

1. Potrzebuję chleb, yogurt i ziemniaki. 
"I need bread, yogurt, and potatoes."

4. Talking about price

When asking about a price, use ile kosztuje, then ten, ta, or to depending on the gender of the 
noun (product) you are asking about, and then the name of the product.

For example:

1. Ile kosztuje ta czapka? 
"How much is this cap?"
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2. Ile kosztuje ten portfel? 
"How much is this wallet?"

3. Ile kosztuje to mydło? 
"How much is this soap?"

To answer, just give the price.

1. 100 zł 
sto złotych)

2. 2 zł 
dwa złote

3. 15 zł 50 gr 
piętnaście złotych i pięćdziesiąt groszy

5. Adjectives

Adjectives are divided into two groups: those ending with the vowel -y or -i, and also a small 
group of exceptions.

Depending on the group they belong to, we will grade them in different ways.

Use of the comparative form:

1. Co jest smaczniejsze? Barszcz czy żurek?  
"What is tastiest? Beetroot soup or sour rye soup?"

2. Co jest tańsze? 
"What is cheaper?"

3. Co jest większe? 
"What is bigger?"

4. Ten samochód jest szybszy.  
"This car is faster."

5. Ta dziewczyna jest ładniejsza. 
"This girl is prettier."
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Comparative form and niż myślałem (man speaking)/niż myślałam (woman speaking) - use 
whenever you compare how the thing is in reality with how you had thought about it.

1. Ten motor jest szybszy niż myślałem. 
"This bike is faster than I thought."

2. Ten sklep jest tańszy niż myślałem.  
"This store is cheaper than I thought."

3. To danie jest smaczniejsze niż myślałam. 
"This dish is tastier than I thought."

Use of superlative form:

1. Ten sklep jest najlepszy!  
"This store is the best!"

2. Jego obraz jest najpiękniejszy. 
"His painting is the most beautiful."

3. To największe miasto na świecie. 
"It's the biggest city in the world."

4. To najsmaczniejsze ciasto na świecie. 
"It's the tastiest cake in the world."

5. To najlepsza gra ze wszystkich.  
"It's the best game of all."

6. To najstarszy antyk ze wszystkich.  
"It's the oldest antique of all."

Language Tip
 

In the dialogue, Gosia and Alex are talking about getting new headphones and checking 
them on auctions. Gosia says, można kupić za 56 złotych. Let's break down this sentence. 
The first component is można, meaning something like "it can be," followed by the infinitive 
kupić, meaning "to buy," then za, meaning "for," and next the price, here, fifty-six (pięćdziesiąt 
sześć) złotych. All together, można kupić za 56 złotych ("You can get one for fifty-six zloty."). 
Of course this kind of sentence can't be used without the context.

Other examples:
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1. Tam można kupić taniej. 
 "There you can buy it cheaper."

2. Na aukcji można kupić taniej. 
 "You can buy it cheaper at auctions."

3. Tam można kupić więcej. 
 "There you can buy more."

Language Expansion 
 

If you find yourself in the situation when you need to talk about high prices, knowledge of 
bigger numbers will come in handy. Below you will find a table with numbers above 1,000.

Polish English

dwa tysiące "two-thousand"

trzy tysiące "three-thousand"

cztery tysiące "four-thousand"

pięć tysięcy "five-thousand"

sześć tysięcy "six-thousand"

siedem tysięcy "seven-thousand"

osiem tysięcy "eight-thousand"

dziewięć tysięcy "nine-thousand"

dziesięć tysięcy "ten-thousand"

jedenaście tysięcy "eleven-thousand"

The word tysiąc means "thousand," and as you can see, its form changes, depending on the 
number. And so, numbers two, three, and four require the form tysiące, then all numbers 
between five and twenty-one require the form tysięcy, and then again, twenty-two, twenty-
three, and twenty-four, tysiące, and twenty-five through thirty-one, tysięcy. The easiest way to 
remember the rule is that all the numbers in which the last digit is two, three, or four will 
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require the form tysiące, and all the rest require tysięcy.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Allegro
 

Allegro is an auction website created in 1999 in Poznań in west-central Poland. After the 
popularization of the Internet, Allegro also became very popular, creating a great opportunity 
for private collectors and professional sellers. There are three patterns of buying and selling a 
product: a typical auction, kup teraz ("buy now"), or an auction with a kup teraz option. To buy 
or sell products, a person has to create an account, which is thoroughly checked and verified 
by Allegro. It's also possible to do shopping up to a certain price without registering on the 
website. Allegro has over seven million users, and it's at the 192nd spot on the list of the 
world's most-used websites. It's definitely one of the most popular ways of shopping in recent 
years, thanks to attractive prices and products which are sometimes impossible or difficult to 
get the traditional way.
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POLISH

1. Alex: Dzień dobry. Poproszę znaczek na list.

2. Clerk: Zwykły czy priorytet?

3. Alex: Przepraszam, nie rozumiem.

4. Clerk: List zwykły czy priorytet-szybki?

5. Alex: Aaa! Proszę szybki.

6. Clerk: 3 złote.

7. Alex: Dziękuję. Do widzenia.

ENGLISH

1. Alex: Good morning. A stamp for a letter, please.

2. Clerk: Normal or priority?

3. Alex: I'm sorry, I don't understand.

4. Clerk: Normal letter or priority...fast?

5. Alex: Aaah! Fast, please.

6. Clerk: Three zloty.

7. Alex: Thank you. Goodbye.

VOCABULARY
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Polish English Class Gender

zwykły normal, regular adjective masculine

dziękować to thank verb

znaczek stamp noun masculine

rozumieć to understand verb

nie no, not particle

dobry good adjective masculine

złoty
złoty (Polish 

currency) noun masculine

list letter noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ile kosztuje zwykły chleb?
 

"How much does regular bread cost?"

Dziękuję za prezent.
 

Thank you for the gift.

Poproszę znaczek na list.
 

A stamp, please

Nic nie rozumiem.
 

I don't understand anything.

Uczniowie podstawówki zrozumieli 
zadanie.

 
The elementary school students 
understood the problem.

Nie rozumiem.
 

I don't understand.

Nie, nie lubię muzyki klasycznej.
 

"No, I don't like classical music."

Dzień dobry, pani Anno.
 

Good morning, Miss Anna.

To jest dobry sklep.
 

This is a good store.

Złoty jest walutą w Polsce.
 

The złoty is the currency of Poland.
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Piszę list do koleżanki.
 

I'm writing a letter to my friend.

Gimnazjalista pisze list.
 

"The middle school student is writing a 
letter."

Dostałam wczoraj list od Kasi.
 

I (female) got the letter from Kate yesterday.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

list - "letter"
 
 
The topic of this lesson's dialogues was the post office and sending a letter, which in Polish, is 
list. List is a masculine noun and can be used in any phrase. There are a few kinds of letter at 
the Polish post office, so let's go through them:

1. zwykły list  
"regular letter" (usually domestic)

2. list priorytetowy 
lit. "priority letter." (Internationally, it means "air mail." Domestically, it will reach the 
recipient faster than a zwykły list.)

3. list polecony 
"registered letter." (You will have to fill in a small form with your address and the 
recipient's address. It's a little bit expensive, but it is a sure way of making sure your 
letter will arrive at its destination.)

Other useful phrases are:

1. pisać list  
"to write a letter"

2. napisać list  
"finished writing a letter"

3. znaczek na list 
"stamp" (lit. "stamp for a letter")
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4. wysłać list 
"to send a letter"

5. list motywacyjny 
"cover letter"

The verb rozumieć, also used in the dialogue, means "to understand" in English. It comes 
from the noun rozum, which means "mind." There are many colloquial words that stand for the 
verb rozumieć, usually used as a question, to confirm that our listener understood, for 
example:

1. kumasz?

2. czaisz?

3. kapujesz?

All three mean, "Do you understand?" but can be used in very casual situations.

GRAMMAR

The Focus of this Lesson is Learning Useful Phrases for Asking About Polish Words 
 
Przepraszam, nie rozumiem. 
"I'm sorry, I don't understand."
 

When studying a foreign language, we will face some problems from time to time. When 
communicating with Polish native speakers, there may be situations when you don't really 
understand or need some help. In this lesson, we will teach you all the necessary phrases to 
ask about Polish words.

In the dialogue, Alex was at the post office trying to send a letter. At some point, he didn't 
understand what the clerk said, and then Alex said, przepraszam, nie rozumiem. The first 
word is przepraszam ("I'm sorry"). It's the first person singular form of the verb przepraszać. 
Next, he said nie rozumiem. The verb rozumieć means "to understand," and nie means "not" 
or "don't," so here, nie rozumiem means, "I don't understand." All together, Przepraszam, nie 
rozumiem ("I'm sorry, I don't understand.").

You can slightly modify the sentence and add the conjunction ale - przepraszam, ale nie 
rozumiem ("I'm sorry, but I don't understand.")
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Let's go through all the important phrases that can save your skin when you find yourself in 
trouble.

1. When you don't understand

Use the verb rozumieć ("to understand") and negate it with nie.

1. Nie rozumiem. 
"I don't understand."

2. Przepraszam, nie rozumiem. 
"I'm sorry, I don't understand."

3. Przepraszam, ale nie rozumiem. 
"I'm sorry, but I don't understand."

2. When you didn't hear clearly

When you ask someone to do something for you, like repeat what they said, it's good if you're 
polite and use the word proszę ("please"), especially when you talk with strangers.

Use the verb powtarzać ("to repeat").

1. Proszę powtórzyć.  
"Repeat, please."

2. Możesz powtórzyć? 
"Can you repeat it?"

3. Może pani powtórzyć? 
"Could you repeat it, ma'am?"

4. Może pan powtórzyć?  
"Could repeat it, sir?"

3. When you want someone to write something down for you

If talking to a stranger, here again, remember about proszę.

The form using the modal verb móc ("can") is very useful since it's not as direct as phrases 
without it.

Even though the phrases with móc don't contain the word "please," they are very polite and 
have a feeling of a kind request for help.
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For example:

1. Proszę napisać. 
"Write it down, please."

2. Możesz to napisać?  
"Can you write it down?"

3. Może pani to napisać?  
"Can you write it down, ma'am?"

4. Może pan to napisać?  
"Can you write it down, sir?"

4. When you want someone to spell something for you

Here, use the verb przeliterować ("to spell").

For example:

1. Proszę przeliterować.  
"Spell it out, please."

2. Możesz przeliterować?  
"Can you spell it?"

3. Może pani przeliterować?  
"Can you spell it, ma'am?"

4. Może pan przeliterować?  
"Can you spell it, sir?"

5. When you want someone to speak slower

Use the verb mówić ("to speak") and the adverb wolniej ("slower").

For example:

1. Proszę mówić wolniej.  
"Please, speak slower."

2. Możesz mówić wolniej?  
"Can you speak slower?"
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3. Może pani mówić wolniej?  
"Can you speak slower, ma'am?"

4. Może pan mówić wolniej?  
"Can you speak slower, sir?"

As you can see, all the phrases have the same pattern, and all of them use the infinitive of the 
verb, which makes it easy to master.

Please remember to always address strangers with pan if it's a man and pani if it's a woman.

Polish people are usually very open and friendly, so whenever you don't understand 
something, don't hesitate to use the phrases we have introduced in this lesson.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Post Office 
 

Poczta Polska is the Polish public postal service. Poczta means "post office," and Polska 
means "Poland" or "Polish." You will find post offices in every single city in the country. Very 
often, the main post office is located in a big and very old building, which is always worth 
seeing when you're a tourist in Poland. Usually the building where the post office is located 
will have a sign saying poczta or poczta polska or urząd pocztowy (There are three variations, 
but they basically have the same meaning). Inside, the counters are called okienko (meaning 
"small window") and have glass separating you from the clerk. If you want to send a letter, you 
hand it to the clerk and tell them whether you want it sent regular or the fast way (refer to the 
key vocabulary). In smaller offices, they will give you a stamp to stick to the envelope, but in 
bigger offices, they will print it. If you already have the stamp, you can drop your letter into the 
mailbox, which you can find all over every city. They are displayed in red with a white sign 
saying poczta.
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POLISH

1. Gosia: To warszawskie metro.

2. Alex: Ok. Gdzie jedziemy?

3. Gosia: Do centrum. Pokażę ci Pałac Kultury i Nauki.

4. Alex: Czy to miejsce jest bardziej znane niż Łazienki Królewskie?

5. Gosia: Chyba tak. Ten pałac to symbol Warszawy.

6. Alex: Już się nie mogę doczekać!

ENGLISH

1. Gosia: It's Warsaw's metro.

2. Alex: OK. Where are we going?

3. Gosia: To the city center. I'll show you the Palace of Culture and Science.

4. Alex: Is this place more famous than Łazienki Park?

5. Gosia: I guess so. That palace is a symbol of Warsaw.

6. Alex: I already can't wait!

VOCABULARY

Polish English Class Gender

pałac palace noun masculine
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gdzie where
pronoun, 

interrogative pronoun

pokazywać to show verb

znany well-known adjective masculine

móc can, to be able to verb

symbol symbol, sign noun masculine

jechać
to go (by means of 

transportation) verb

bardziej more adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

To jest piękny pałac.
 

"It’s a beautiful palace."

Gdzie mieszkasz?
 

Where do you live?

Gdzie jesteś?
 

Where are you?

Gdzie jest poczta?
 

Where is the post office?

Pokażę ci fajne miejsce.
 

"I’ll show you a cool place."

Ten obraz jest znany w całej Polsce.
 

"This painting is well-known throughout all 
of Poland."

Czy możesz mi kupić gazetę?
 

Can you buy me a newspaper?

Nie mogę spać.
 

I can't sleep.

Biały orzeł to symbol Polski.
 

"Biały orzeł to symbol Polski."

Uczniowie jadą autobusem.
 

The students ride the bus.

Ci ludzie jadą do Los Angeles.
 

"These people are going to Los Angeles."

Muszę jechać do Krakowa.
 

I have to go to Cracow.
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Ta praca domowa jest bardziej skomplikowana niż my
 

"This homework is more complicated than I thought."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

Warszawski, an adjective which was used in the dialogue, is derived from the name of the 
capital of Poland: Warszawa, in English, "Warsaw." In Polish, adjectives are often created 
from the names of cities, so instead of saying, for example: pałac w Warszawie ("palace in 
Warsaw"), we can say warszawski pałac ("Warsaw's palace").

Please pay attention to capital letters. When using the noun-name of the city, start with a 
capital letter, whereas in the case of adjectives that come from the name of the city, do not 
use the capital letter. Let's go through a few examples. First the name of the city will be given, 
then accordingly the masculine, feminine, and neuter forms of adjectives) 

City Name Masculine Feminine Neuter

Warszawa warszawski warszawska warszawskie

Poznań poznański poznańska poznańskie

Kraków krakowski krakowska krakowskie

Gdańsk gdański gdańska gdańskie

Szczecin szczeciński szczecińska szczecińskie

Wrocław wrocławski wrocławska wrocławskie

Pałac means "palace" in English. It's a kind of building which used to belong to a king or 
some rich person. In Poland, there are a huge number of palaces, and they are usually very 
beautiful places. Usually, when we just name a kind of building, the noun pałac is written with 
a lower case, but if the word is included in the name of the palace, then it should be written 
with a capital letter, for example, Pałac Kultury i Nauki in Warsaw ("Palace of Culture and 
Science").

Pałacowy is a masculine adjective and can be used when we talk about the "palace's 
garden" (pałacowy ogród) or in feminine form, "palace's room" (pałacowa komnata).

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of this Lesson is Learning More About Grading Adjectives 
 
 Czy to bardziej znane miejsce niż Łazienki? 
 "Is the place more famous than Łazienki Park?" 
 

In this lesson, we will focus on comparative adjectives using the words bardziej (which means 
"more") and najbardziej (which means "most").

In the dialogue, when Alex and Gosia were talking about what they're going to see that day, 
Alex asked her, Czy to miejsce jest bardziej znane niż Łazienki Królewskie? ("Is this place 
more famous than Łazienki Park?"). Let's break down this sentence. The first word was czy, 
which has no meaning and only indicates a question in Polish (something similar to the 
English "do"). The next component was to, which means "it" or "this," followed by the noun 
miejsce, which means "place." Then there was the verb jest, the third person singular of the 
verb być ("to be"), followed by bardziej, which translates into English as "more." Then there 
was the adjective znane ("famous," "well-known") in its neuter form. The next word was the 
conjunction niż, which is used when comparing things. And lastly, we have the name of the 
place in Warsaw: Łazienki Królewskie ("Łazienki Park").

All together: Czy to miejsce jest bardziej znane niż Łazienki Królewskie? ("Is this place more 
famous than Łazienki Park?").

Let's check examples of adjectives that are graded using bardziej ("more") and najbardziej 
("most"). To make it easier for you, all the gender forms are given, starting, as always, with the 
masculine form.

Polish - masculine Polish - feminine Polish - neuter English

samotny samotna samotne "lonely"

chory chora chore "sick"

nerwowy nerwowa nerwowe "jumpy"

interesujący interesująca interesujące "interesting"

zadowolony zadowolona zadowolone "content, pleased"

tradycyjny tradycyjna tradycyjne "traditional"

skomplikowany skomplikowana skomplikowane "complicated"

znany znana znane "known"

wykształcony wykształcona wykształcone "educated"
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kolorowy kolorowa kolorowe "colorful"

zmęczony zmęczona zmęczone "tired"

błyszczący błyszcząca błyszczące "shiny"

płaski płaska płaskie "flat"

słony słona słone "salty"

gorzki gorzka gorzkie "bitter"

Now it's time to practice these adjectives in sentences:

1. Ta zupa jest bardziej słona. 
"This soup is more salty."

2. To najbardziej gorzka czekolada na świecie! 
"It's the most bitter chocolate in the world!"

3. Jestem bardziej zmęczona niż wczoraj. 
"I'm more tired than yesterday."

4. To najbardziej skomplikowane zadanie ze wszystkich. 
 "It's the most complicated task of all."

5. "Incepcja" to najbardziej interesujący film w tym roku. 
"Inception is the most interesting movie this year."

Language Expansion
 

There are some adjectives that cannot be graded. Those are all adjectives which describe a 
place of origin or a material from which something is made. For example:

Polish - masculine Polish - feminine Polish - neuter English

papierowy papierowa papierowe "made of paper"

drewniany drewniana drewniane "wooden"

metalowy metalowa metalowe "metal"
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polski polska polskie "Polish"

warszawski warszawska warszawskie "Warsaw"

As you can see, Polish creates adjectives from names of places, including countries and 
cities (We will talk more about this in another lesson).

Another group of adjectives that are never graded are all adjectives which come from foreign 
words but are commonly used in the Polish language. For example:

1. super  
super samochód 
"super car"

2. khaki  
mundur khaki  
"khaki uniform"

3. mini  
mini spódnica  
"mini skirt"

4. bikini 
 kostium bikini  
"bikini swimsuit"

5. top  
top modelka  
"top model"

These adjectives also have no genders, and are, therefore, always in the same form, as 
shown above.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The Palace of Culture and Science
 

The Palace of Culture and Science, in the Polish language, Pałac Kultury i Nauki, is a symbol 
and one of the best-known locations in Poland's capital city, Warsaw. Construction on the 
building started in 1952 and was completed entirely by Soviet laborers three years later. It was
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a gift of the Soviet Union to the people of Poland. The total height of the building is 237 
meters. There are forty-two floors on which we can find more than three-thousand rooms 
(cinemas, theaters, conference rooms, museums, bookshops, etc.). On the thirtieth floor 
there's a terrace, which is a popular tourist spot and from which we can get a great panoramic 
view of Warsaw.

Nowadays there are mixed opinions about the Palace. Older generations tend to dislike the 
building and wish to replace it with something that doesn't remind them of the Soviet 
domination, while younger generations that grew up with it as a symbol of Warsaw are 
usually pretty indifferent on the issue.
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